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Grubbs edges by females for Homecoming crown
by Steven Zettner
Baker College junior Michael
Grubbs captured 266 votes Wednesday, November 9, to win the title of
Homecoming Queen. At press time,
the Athletic Department had not
made a final decision on whether
Grubbs will represent Rice at the
Cotton BowL
Grubbs' candidacy survived a
heated Student Association debate
Monday night, which culminated in
a move by the SA Senate to determine whether Grubbs would remain
on the ballot The motion did not
pass because Grubbs' application
had been filled out properly, with 78
names on his petition.

Wiess College President Mike
Yanochik s a d he believed whoeverwas elected by the student body
should be Homecoming Queen.
Will Rice College senior Nancy
Jones followed Grubbs with 239
votes; Lovett College sophomore
Megan Dixon came next with 211
votes. Three other candidates also
competed in the election, Jones College junior Carol Gsell, Brown Coll e g e senior Sanila Rana, and
Hanszen College senior Dianne
South.
Grubbs said Wednesday night,
"I'm glad I ran. I'm glad I won, and
we're going to see what the administration does now."
The Athletic Department has
expressed that it may try to prevent

Grubbs from attending the Cotton
Bowl. Assistant Athletic Director
Steve Moniaci clarified Athletic
Department policy by quoting an SA
memorandum dated November 12,
1987 from last year's SA president
Kevin Gass to Vice President for
Student Affairs Ronald Stebbings:
"Representative must be an undergraduate co-ed [female]. Should the
Homecoming Queen not be a female, or an undergraduate, a separate election would be held or the
Athletic Department would select
our representative."
Moniaci said the Athletic Department would wait for an SA decision
until Cotton Bowl coordinators
phone around the end of November,
at which time the Athletic Depart-

Bush wins election; fails to carry Rice
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ment would appoint a representative. Should the SA hold a separate
election to ratify Grubbs, the Athletic
Department would accept that decision.
Moniaci said he was uncertain
about Cotton Bowl policy regarding
participation of representatives in
the parade. Virginia Gregory, who
coordinates Cotton Bowl parade
events involving school representatives and Homecoming Queens,
could not be reached for comment.
Grubbs said there was some
question as to whether the Athletic
Department would pay for his trip to
the Cotton Bowl.
"If the Athletic Department
doesn't fund it like they normally
would, then the administration is just
taking a step backwards. There's not
supposed to be any sexual discrimination. But whatever they say, I'm
happy," Grubbs said.
Grubbs said even if the Athletic
Department refused to pay for the
trip, he would return home to Piano
for Christmas break anyway, which
is only 9 miles from the Cotton Bowl.
"It all kind of started as a joke. And
then I got to thinking about it With
everyone raising all the issues about
sexism at Rice—why not? And most
of the people I've talked to have said,
yeah—sure—go for it," Grubbs said.
The election took place despite
initial concern that several of the candidates submitted petitions after the
entry deadline.
Student Association Elections
Committee Chairman Lisa Thompson said , the issue was brought

Vice President George Bush waves to supporters after voting at Ramada Inn Galteria West. For story, see page 6.

Criterium goes well despite changes
The Rice Cycling Team hosted 73
riders from at least 7 different
schools at its Fall Classic Criterium
Sunday morning.
Among the schools attending
were Rice, Southwest Texas State
University, University of Texas at
Austin, Texas A&M, Baylor, North
Texas State University and University of Houston.
SWT won first place overall with a
total of 182 points; Rice placed second with 125 points; and UT came in
third with 92.
The course was .37 of a mile and
included nine turns.
Team President Harry Bruell said
10 accidents occurred during the
three race events, but no one was
seriously injured.
"Everything went well, except the
[new] course was dangerous,"
Bruell s a d . Earlier in the week, the
administration had refused to approve the course originally planned
for the race.
Most bikers complained that
there were too many turns and not
enough straightaways. Joel Rierson,
a sophomore cyclist from UT said," It
was kind of a tight race. There were
a lot of crashes because of a lot of
tight corners."
Rierson said it was important to
stay ahead of the pack because front
riders could begin sprinting more

easily as they came out of the turns
safely. He s a d he thought riders
were taking unnecessary chances to
get ahead in passing.
Scott Munroe, from Southwest
Texas State University, was one of
the riders who fell. He complained
that the course was so tight there
- was no place to break away.
Taylor Miller, the defending
Conference B champion from Southwest Texas, said, "It was a dangerous, fast course. It took lots of bike
handling skill. People were sprinting
really hard in the straightaways."
Bruell said the race left visiting
riders with a favorable impression
because the course took place in one
of the more aesthetically impressive
places on campus. Bruell said many
riders rode through the academic
quad and saw features of Rice not
evident on a bike track.
The Student Association allocated up to $250 for a party in front of
Hamman Hall after the race. Bruell
said the party was a big success
because usually races do not have
parties afterward. SA funds provided
free pizza, beer, and a music band at
the party.
Campus Police Sergeant Willie
Anderson and Officer Howard
Miller, who normally work the Sunday morning shift, were available for
the race. They put up barriers in the
Cohen House parking lot and controlled traffic through entrances #1
and #2 by only allowing cars to pass

to her attention Monday morning
when Carol Gsell, one of the candidates, told her Jones and Dixon had
filed their petitions after the Thursday afternoon deadline.
Thompson said the two candidates had submitted their petitions
correctly, but because of confusion
over the filing process, Thompson
did not receive these petitions until
Friday.
Dixon was nominated by Ix>vett
Senator Mari Dominguez.
Thompson said Jones' petition
was turned in to the SA office by
Karsner on Wednesday but was
misplaced.
The committee moved to accept
the Jones and Dixon petitions, as
well as that of Sanila Rana. Rana's
petition was turned in Sunday, but
she was nominated It a Brown cabinet meeting the previous Tuesday.

RPC finds Esperanza site
after last minute search
by Jeff Solochek

by Elise Perachio

Mike Grubbs

through between races.
The administration refused to
allow the original course because it
involved the use of Main Street
Assistant to the President Carl
MacDowell informed the Team that
the university did not want insurance
risks.
Voswinkel said the administration was not singling out the cycling
team on the issue of insurance risks.
She said any activity which is a liability to Rice can be rejected or modified , especially since the university is
a private one.
The United States Cycling Federation referee Paul Monroe, who
made the agreement with Rupp, said
the cycling team did not plan enough
in advance to avoid problems.
He said a failure of communication all around was responsible for
the course change. As f a as liability,
he said,"There is a finite risk that
there would be a loss that could not
be covered by USCF insurance."
He said the m a n problem was
that the straightaways were not long
enough, particularly toward the finish line.
Both the referee and Bruell expressed optimism about using the
original course for a race in the
spring. The referee said,"I would not
even want to try and predict. We'll
just have to wait and see what happens. I think they have a pretty good
shot at it by doing it in plenty of time
in advance."

The Rice Program Council will
sponsorthefallformal, Esperanza, in
the Woodway Hall of the Westin
Galleria, RPC President Alex Flenner announced at the Monday, November 8 RPC meeting.
Flenner also announced that the
DJ will be HORIZON.
RPC Social Chairman Boyd Morrison, former RPC President Rachel
Giesber, and Flenner rented the
fourth floor of the Galleria hotel Saturday, November 6 without a consensus vote by the RPC. The RPC
g a v e Flenner, Morrison, and
Giesber permission to choose a site
at the November 1 meeting.
Morrison said, "There wasn't any
time to have a meeting. At the beginning of the week we asked [the RPC ]
if they trusted our judgment and
they voted that they did."
Flenner had originally made an
oral agreement with the Republic
Bank Center to hold the dance at the
Bank Center Atrium. The bank
cancelled plans about three weeks
ago. Representatives said the bank
now only sponsors charity events,
Flenner said.
After the bank reneged on its
promise,
"the panic started,"
Giesber said.
The Westin Galleria management agreed to charge the RPC
$12.50 per person to rent the hall,
instead of the usual $17 per person,
The RPC will pay for approximately
700 students for a total of $8750.
"We've had more than 700 people
every y e a in the past," Giesber said.
RPC Treasurer Carol Gsell
stressed the need for a high turnout
to ensure the event's success.
"[The social committee] has
$7,500 which it can spend over what
it gets in ticket revenue....The fewer

people who go to Esperanza, the
more we will have to cut back on
Rondolet," Gsell said.
Giesber said ticket revenues
should cover all hotel expenses, including food, drinks, and the dance
floor. The RPC's budgeted fundswill
provide for decorations, a deejay,
ticket printing, advertising, and
transportation.
Decorations will be minimal.
Ideas brought up at the meeting
included gray, black, and white balloons, and igloo models on tables.
Gsell said she would not cut the
budgets of any other RPC commitSEE ESPERANZA
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Who did Rice support
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SA REVEALED
Dennis Abbott and
Adam Can bear all..
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NOTRE DAME
The MOB, football,
and a roadtrip; who
could ask for more?
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Opinion
At Rice, we're proud
to be different
As we toil through the heart of the semester, in the midst of accelerating workloads and internal squabbles among certain organizations within the hedges, it is both refreshing and satisfying to reflect
on the Rice Owls game against the number-one ranked football team
in the nation, and the Rice students who spent four days on the road
to support the team.
The television broadcasters were at a loss to figure out why four
busloads of students and a number of other assorted groups of people
would spend three full days on the road, only to cheer for, at best a
field goal here, and afirstdown there. Surely most of the Notre Dame
fans felt the same way. But their bewilderment serves to drive home
the singularity, the insouciance, and the jocularity which make this
university stand out
Rice is differentfromother schools in many ways, and our football
program is no exception; we are in Division I not for glory but by tradition, since Rice is a founding member of the Southwest Conference.
Our players are often abominably out-matched and should be congratulated for being asked to play, and responding in playing "over
their heads" so often. Whether this is an appropriate situation for the
team to be in is not the question right now; it will be, however, in two
years, after Coach Jerry Berndt's current contract expires.
So our team doesn't win. Who cares? The MOB sure as hell
doesn't. Nor does most of the Rice student body. But losing doesn't
stop us from having fun. And, remarkably, the MOB is usually able
to relax the uptight, competitive bastards who take college football
too seriously. Case in point: the partisan crowd of Irish fans who
cheered for the MOB and joined in on the "bor-ing, bor-ing" chant
while their own band was on the field.
It was a foregone conclusion, of course, that the Fighting Irish
would come away with a blow-out victory against the Owls; the only
question was by how great a margin they would win. As it turns out,
the magnitude of their victory wasn't sufficientto boost Notre Dame's
CAPS power rating; in fact, their rating went down as a result of their
win!
Overall, we drewfirstblood, scored thefinaltwo points, and got the
last laugh. With the exception of the halftime show, who cares about
the middle? We were busy thinking up ways to get a man elected for
homecoming queen.

IVMTBERlfDNE
YMO WLKbME
GET ELECTED
GOME UP HERE AN'
JOW WE IN VKIQMj!

Abbott defends himself against charges
To the editors:
Last week, Jeff Solochek and Pat
McGarrity co-authored a commentary in the Thresher entitled,
"Impropriety abounds in the SA
Senate". Their article accused the
Senate of acting improperly, Adam
Carr of not being intelligent, Philippa
Angelides,
the
Student
Organizations secretary, of being
confused, and me as "the driving
force behind the action which
ultimately brought Carr down."
None of these accusations were
supported with any evidence

because all of the evidence portrays
a totally different picture than what
Solochek and McGarrity chose to
paint
There is no need for me to go
through last week's commentary,
point by point, responding to each
accusation since I Would almost have
to rewrite the entire article
correcting falsehoods; yet there are
some matters which require
clarification. Since, on the day of the
Carr incident SA President Andy
Karsner was not available to act on
the issue, it was my constitutional
responsibility to assume control of
the situation since the SA
Constitution charges the Internal
Affairs Vice-President to act as the
officer-in-charge in the absence of
Thresher what the possibilites for fill- the President I did not decide to
ing the position were, truthfully re- take control, rather as an elected
plied that an appointment was pos- officer of the Senate, I was fulfilling
sible, after a 2/3 vote of the Senate to my obligation to the Senate and to
suspend the rules.
the people who elected me.
However, he stressed that this
The point is that the Thresher had
possibility was not a probability. In no basis for their argument only
fact the Senate did not even bring up hearsay, and thus they drew their
the possibility of an appointment at own conclusions as to what actually
its meeting this past Monday. occurred in the incident involving
McGarrity and Solochek took it upon the closed meeting and Carr's
themselves to misrepresent the fact resignation, and released this to the
that the Senate never considered the public. Ironically, this was the
possibility of an appointment
primary purpose of the controversial
If anyone should examine his be- closed session—to avoid anything
havior on this issue it should be other than facts to be released about
McGarrity and Solochek.
the incident involving Carr. At the
time of the closed session, there
Mary Elliott were many questions in the Senate
WRC SA Senator and much misinformation regarding
what had actually happened. The

WRC Senator attacks Thresher tactics
To the editors:
If any impropriety has taken place
concerning the recent problems
with the Senate's External VicePresident position, it has been on the
side of Pat McGarrity and Jeff
Solochek, the co-authors of last
week's commentary on the Senate. If
McGarrity and Solochek have information proving impropriety, they
need to release those facts to us instead of releasing an article based on
supposition and hearsay. The fact remains that Carr freely admits that he
resigned voluntarily despite encouragementfromother Senators to stay
on the Senate.
At the Senate meeting on October
24, a motion was brought for a closed
meeting, the purpose of which was
undisclosed.
After this motion was presented,
Hanszen President Dan Haddock
asked the purpose of this closed
meeting and SA President Andy
Karsner replied that the matter to be
discussed was an internal one and
the Senate was handling it as such.
No other discussion was brought to
the floor and a vote was taken. The
results were 18-2 (Haddock and Nick
Shannin)-2(Carr and Joy Somma).
In the closed meeting, Carr explained his reasoning for his actions
and the Senators were permitted to
ask questions and comment on his
actions. The meeting was closed so
that the facts concerning the incident could be clarified for the Senators.
A vote ofconfidence, requested by
Carr, was taken at this meeting, but
this vote was non-binding and informal. The vote was 11-10, but most
Senators felt that this vote was inconclusive.
This issue was to be brought up at
the next meeting of the Senate on
November 7. However, Carr resigned his position as External VicePresident of the Student Association
Senate after the closed meeting,
before the Senate could discuss the
facts formally with their constituen-

cies.
Alleging that Internal Vice-President Dennis Abbott forced the Senate to this closed meeting implies
that the Senate is just a group of
mindless individuals that do not
consider the importance of their
vote.
If this is true, if the Senate is just a
group of mindless followers, then
every member of the Senate should
resign, not Abbott, as McGarrity and
Solochek suggested last week. If this
is true, the Senate needs Abbott to
support it; without him, the entire
Senate will collapse.
I am not implying that Abbott is
unimportant; in fact, I and many
others feel that he has helped this
Senate immeasurably this year.
However, the suggestion that Abbott's motivation for the closed
meeting was to make Carr resign so
that his 'competition' for the SA
President race would be removed is
clearly irresponsible. If McGarrity
and Solochek have facts to support
this argument which I doubt then
they should reveal these facts to us,
instead of generating a sequence of
suppositions. If Abbott does decide
to run for SA President in the Spring,
he can rely upon his actions and
deeds rather than upon supposition.
The facts are that Abbott did not
'decide to take the matter into his
own hands.' In SA President Andy
Karsner's absence, Abbott is second
in command; therefore, as is constitutionally correct, he assumed control of the situation.
Abbott did send a factual letter to
the Senators the day after the incident occurred so that the Senators
could make an informed vote on the
issue of the closed meeting. Implying that Abbott forced a closed meeting on the Senate is absurd, especially since the vote for this meeting
was nearly unanimous.
Finally, the Senate never formally
considered an appointment to this
vacated position. Parlimentarian
Brian Tagtmeier, when asked by the

senators were aware of the
possibility of a closed meeting to
discuss the facts, but were not
manipulated or pressured to vote
either for or against the closed status
of the meeting by anyone. There was
only one motion regarding the status
of the meeting to discuss the Carr
incident made, that being to move
into a closed session, which passed
by a 18-2-2 vote.
Since this is a letter to the editor, I
am limited to space and cannot
explain all of the details of the events
leading to and coming out of the
closed meeting in this letter. If you
would like to know exactly what did
happen, please speak with your
college senator or president or any
other member of the Senate,
including myself.
Thefinalpoint is this: Adam Carr
resigned voluntarily. The decision
was his to make; not mine and not the
Senate's, but his. There was no
"driving force" which caused him to
act as he did in the events which
leading up to his resignation and
there was no such force which
caused him to resign. Likewise,
there is no "driving force" which
causes impropriety to abound in the
SA Senate.
Dennis Abbott
SA Internal Vice President
Please note that all signed editorials
represent the opinion of the writers,
and not necessarily the consensus
opinion ofthe editorial board. —eds.

Debate over Tom Waits and Russians
To the editors:
movie is that the music is front and To die editors:
Being an avid Tom Waits fan center, almost all of it drawnfromthe
Just a note in regard to Steve
myself, I was quite discouraged by recent albums and almost all of it tip- Zettner's report on the U.S. Navy and
Greg Kahn's negative review of top stuff..."
Marine Corps Intelligence Training
Waits' latest film, Big Time, in NoAt the end of Mr. Kahn's review, Center's presentation about the Sovember 4th's Thresher.
he states that he'd rather watch a viet navy and people. I was not there,
Luckily for me, I was fortunate Belinda Carlisle video than the Waits but it sounds as if the evening was
enough to also read Michael Spies' film. It's obvious to me that a Belinda very informative. One matter, howexcellent review of the same film in Carlisle video is about the most ever, causes me concern.
Nov. 4th's Houston Chronicle, and so complex thing Mr. Kahn is capable
While the negative views of AmerI decided to see the film and decide of understanding.
ica reported to be held by Russian
for myself
Stick to reviewing Tom Cruise, officers may indeed have been accurately described, I am greatly disI wasn't disappointed. The Tom Mr. Kahn; leave Tom Waits alone.
turbed at the manner of presentaWaits I saw in Big Time is the same
Tom Waits IVe known and loved for
Ross Grady tion: by an American dressed as a
years. I find it quite disconcerting
Baker 1992 Russian officer. I do not think most
Americans would appreciate it if the
that Mr. Kahn should have been as
You are certainly correct saying reverse were done in Russia: if a
disappointed as he was, and sadly I
feel that his disappointment lies in that I don't appreciate Waits' recent Russian dressed himself as an
his inability to understandwhatTom output. The Tom Waits who spoke of American officer and purported to
universal concerns, is far more ap- give American views. Let's keep the
Waits was trying to do in the film.
In his review, Mr. Kahn states, pealing to me than the new Waits, the discussion on a high plane—the
"Waits never turns to his classics of man who performs only for the intelli- peace of the world is at stake.
the '70s, instead emphasizing the gent masses and slings songs with "inmediocre work of his past couple takes" and "inside information." But
Joseph Wilson
albums." In contrast Michael Spies thanks for making it through a review
German and Slavic Studies
states: "The best news about the- that offended you so much. —GK
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O/C says let
there be light
To the editors:
Today I received a two-page memo by the
campos warning of a rapist in the area to the
north of campus. As I draw all of the shades in
the house, lock out the refreshing night air and
bolt my doors, I am stunned by the kindness of
their caveat It leads me to think about other
good procedures at Rice, like the escort service
by the students and campos—although, admittedly, this is of little comfort to those who have
to walk to an off-campus home. And indeed,
how can there be rapes at Rice when nobody
ever talks about them? We have these wonderful programs; how could one happen?
Three years have passed since Catherine
Marie Mergele was raped and killed and what
has happened? Three years of freshmen have
matriculated knowing nothing about it How
long has it been since the sun shone at night?
Well, that's how long it's been since women on
campus have felt safe walking anywhere on
campus at night Such beneficial programs as
the escort service and the police call boxes do
not negate the desperate need for radically
better lighting on campus. The warning to offcampus women seems farcical considering the
apathy about improving safety within the
hedges. Some people say that more lights
would ruin the aesthetics of Rice. Funny. I
never stop to enjoy the scenery when I'm running in terror.
Sarah L. Keller
Lovett, '89
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ANOTHER ONE OF
...ANP
NANCY'S CLOSETS.
WHAT'S IT USED TO BE
THIS?
AMY CARTER'S
BEDROOM.

IT'S NEARLY EMPTY, THOUGH.
NANCY'S HANDLERS MADE
HER SEND BACK MOST OF
THE CLOTHES SHE BORROWED,

/

PERSONALLY,
I THINK SHE WAS
ENTITLED TO THEM.
MOMMY'S BEEN SUCH
AN INSPIRATION TO
THIS COUNTRY'

WITH THE SUITS,
THAT COMES TO
*11,755. WILL
THIS BE CASH*

NO, NO,
I'M JUST
BORROWING THEM.

JyTTnnr
•

a c i u a a u a c i a
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GOOD EVENING. PRESIDENTAPPARENT GEOR6E BUSH
FLEW TO CALIFORNIA TODAY
1 TO MEET U/ITH THE CREW OF
I
THE SOVIET ICEBREAKERS
THAI RESCUED THE POINT
BARROW
WHALES

THE BUSH VISIT WAS QUICKLY
FOLLOWED BY THE ANNOUNCE MENT THAT LATER THIS MONTH,
PAN QUAYLE WOULD BE MEETING WITH THE WHALES THEMSELVES, AS WELL
AS ATTENDING
THE FUNERAL
OF THEIR DEAD
COMRADE.

IN OTHER NEWS, AMERICANS
WENT TO THE POLLS TODAY
TO MAKE THE BUSH/QUAYLE
VICTORY OFFICIAL...

YOU UNDERSTAND
THIS IS JUST
YEAH,
A FORMALITY.
YEAH.

SPECIAL ELECTION
MR. BUSH. CAN YOU DISCERN
ANY REAL MANDATE IN
YOUR VICTORY YESTERDAY?

Election statements for the position
of SA External Vice President are
due in the Thresher office by 5 p.m.,
November 15, and must not exceed
250words. Also, petitions are due in
the SA office Novermber 18. The
election will be held onTuesday, November 22.

I•

ABSOLUTELY!

I HAVE A MANDATE TO 5/? Y
THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE,
TO NOT JOIN THE ACLU, TO
NOT PERMIT MURDERERS OUT
/ ON WEEKEND
FURLOUGHS!

I THINK WHAT THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE TOLD US IN NO UNCERTAIN TERMS YESTERDAY
IS THAT THEY WANT SOME'
ONE WHO IS NOT MICHAEL
nt IKAISIC, /

IT GETS BACK
AND YOU TO EXPERIENCE.
ARE THAT I'VE SPENT A
MAN ?
LIFETIME NOT
BEING SOMEONE

The

Joel Sendek, Patrick McGarrity
Editors-in-Ch ief
Lee Finch Business Manager

WHAT SORT OF MAN IS
THE NEW PRESIDENT-ELECT ?
WE ASKED DISTINGUISHED
THINK-TANKJST J.S. HAVEL...
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Waddle

WE STILL DON'T KNOW. FOR
REASONS BEST GRASPED BY
HIS HANDLERS, HE DECLINED
TO PUT FORTH A POSITIVE
PERSONA.
\

'

:

SINCE HIS CAMPAIGN WAS LARGE LY DRIVEN BY NEGATIVE IMAGERY,
PEOPLE ARE NOW UNABLE TO
THINK OF HIM IN TERMS OTHER
THAN WHAT HE IS NOT!

PRESIDENT-ELECT
UN-DUKAKIS WAS
NOT AVAILABLE
FOR COMMENT.

VA

siBjejej
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A PRETTY SIGHT. BUT IN THIS
ELECTION'S VICTOR, IT BECAME
A GROTESQUE
SPECTACLE.

FEATURES Mary Elliot, Mich&ie VfuckerEditors

HERB WAS A MAN WHOM EVEN
HIS ENEMIES AGREED MAS ONCE
THE MODEL OF DECENCY, ENGA6 ING IN SYSTEMATIC SLANDER
IN PURSUIT OF THE PRESIDENCY.
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WILL THERE BE SOME TERRIBLE• PRICE TO PAY FOR
HIS TRANSFORMATION? AS
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER
UN-DUKAKIS RETURNS TO
HIS VICE PRESIDENTIAL DUTIES TODAY, ONLY HE KNOWS

6E0RG/E'
YOUHAVENT HOW'D
BEEN REYOU
TURNING
GET IN
MY CALLS, HERE 7
BABE!
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IN MY CAPACITY AS
VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT,
I'D LIKE TO SAY A FEW
WORDS ABOUT"BONE "...

'"BONE"WAS A BRAVE WHALE.
HE WAS A WHALE WHO, AS MY
GRANDMOTHER MIGHT HAVE PUTIT,
COULD HAVE BEEN ANYTHING HE
WANTED TO BE. WHAT HE WANTED
TO BE WAS ALIV*-. UNFORTUNATELY
HE'S DEAD.

BUT WE'LL NEVER FORGET THIS
WHALE OF A WHALE. WE CARE
NOT WHETHER HE WAS A SOVIET
WHALE OR AN AMERICAN WHALE.
AS WE LOOK DOWN ON HIS CARCASS, WE...WE...UH...

EXCUSE ME.
WHERE'S THE
DECEASED?

WE ATE
HIM.

I
1
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The following is an interview conducted with Adam Carr,former External Vice President ofthe Student Association.

Abbott, Carr speak minds
Interviews

by Elise Perachio

Explain what you did regarding the letter and the deletion of
the paragraph and the use of the
roster of faculty?

Was Adam consulted before the
letter went out?
Oh, yes.

The following is an interview conducted with Student Association Internal Vice President Dennis Abbott.

Not just on the issue, but was
he told that the letter was going
out?

Could you tell me the sequence of events before the
closed meeting for [SA External
Vice President] Adam Carr starting with when [Student Activities
secretary] Philippa [Angelides]
contacted you?

Oh yes, and the letter stated that
too. Adam was for the letter going
outPage two of the letter that I sent to
the senators said, "Adam is fully
aware that this letter is going out to
the senators and has provided the
personal statement enclosed. You
may ask him questions concerning
the incident or you may direct questions to me. You may discuss this
issue with other senators but do not
make this known to outside persons
at this point, and I do stress this point
out of respect for Adam and the
Senate."Adam's statement read:
"Right now I don't even know. I know
I've done something wrong, but I
can't figure out how much was unethical conduct and how much was
stupidity. I do know that this is quite
a burden to drop in your laps, and I'm
sorry, but I'm not sure what to do,
and I don't know how this will affect
the Student Association. Please see
what you can decide."...

Philippa contacted me whenever
I came in the SA office on a Thursday.
It was mid-October.

And Andy [Karsner, SA President] was out of town?
Andy was in Watson Fellowship
interviews...I was in the office working on things for the administrative
planning. When I came in 1 said,
"Hey Philippa, how's your day
going?"...And she handed me the
letter..."I cannot believe that Adam
has asked me to do this." [On the
letter Adam wrote] "Philippa, please
type this. 1 need two copies. I'll explain after my class." The instructions in the margin of the letter told
Philippa to type up one copy with the
third paragraph of the letter intact
and to type up another copy without
the third paragraph. The copy from
which the third paragraph was deleted was to go on fileAfter I'd stopped [the letter] for
that reason [the ethics question], I
found out that there was a list, actually a roster [of faculty members] of
the University Standing Committees
which was obtained from Dr. Stebbings' office addressed to Philippa,
not to Adam. And [the list] was released in that letter...This list had
names crossed out, had names
circled, arrows drawn, had empty
spaces. 1 don't know why Dr. Stebbings had asked us to hold on to
it..out of respect for his office, we
kept it confidential, or tried to. Adam
got this list from Philippa'sdesk...He
did admit to the fact that he did indeed take the list and that that was
the roster he was going to mail off
with the letter...So between intentionally falsifying the document and
disclosing confidential information,
there was no other choice that I had.
1 made the decision out of responsibility to my office...
Andy found out about the whole
incident late that evening....I asked
Andy what needed to be done, but he
was taking medication [for injuries
suffered in a biking accident] and
was seriously out...I did talk to Adam
the night that I did find out about
it..eventually the Senate would have
to make some kind of decision about
it based on what had happened. Then
I tried to contact each individual
senator in person to tell them exactly
what had happened...1 got pressed
for time to make all the Senate aware
of the situation. So Chip and Adam
and I came to the conclusion that the
best method to get all the information out to the senators would be a
letter....

Now how did you decide the
best way to deal with the situation
was a closed meeting?
I had talked over the phone to
many senators and asked them what
their opinion was as to a closed
meeting...The whole bit from the
article: "So we could get down to the
situation at hand without the pressures of the press and the constituency..." Senators were aware that a
closed meeting was being considered, and a majority were in
favor....There was only one motion
made, contrary to the commentary in
last week's Thresher [by Jeff
Solochek and Pat McGarrity], and
that motion was to go into closed
session. The motion was made, seconded, and voted on 18-2-2...

Do you remember whojmade
the motion?
I made the motion. I don't know
who seconded it..The closed session was not to keep the Thresher in
the dark; it was not to keep the students in the dark. It was simply to get
all the facts out on the table without
having a lot of lies and a lot of rumors
started about Adam....there were not
minutes taken at this meeting. The
closed session was not an official
meeting....

So there wasn't an official
vote, but there was a vote of
confidence. Do you want to make
a comment on that, like who
called for it?
Yeah, I do. What we called it was
a straw poll vote of confidence. Andy
called for that vote. No one had a
doubt in their mind that this was
strictly an unofficial vote...It came
down to an 11-10 vote, that was a noconfidence vote. Adam was in the
room when it happened. Adam did
abstain from voting..Adam knew
that the vote of confidence was not a
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binding vote...

Have you heard anything from
Senators that was negative about
this closed meeting?
Last night (November 5) at the
SA meeting at Sid [Richardson College], we talked about this. If the
situation were to ever come up again,
I think some things would be differe n t I do not feel, however, that there
would be an open session...This is a
dead issue. The reason it is still alive
is because the press keeps pushing
it..I think that one thing that most
people agree on is that the Senate
should have released information
sooner.

Do you agree with that?
Yeah, I do.

"Sooner" meaning what?
"Sooner" meaning after Adam's
resignation.

Then it was sort of a completed
process?
Right. I think that was the only
mistake, if you want to call it a mistake, that we made. I'm sorry that we
did not have a precedent to go on....I
would like to stress now that if the
students want to know what indeed
happened, that they'll now know the
sequence of events leading up to it,
and why I did what I had to do....The
students elected me to fulfill my office. Unfortunately, fulfilling my office sometimes takes in a little bit
more than just putting together a
meet sheet...

How is Adam Carr's position
going to be filled? What did you
decide at Monday's meeting?
There was little discussion. The
option of appointment was never
even brought up....It was assumed
from the beginning that it would be
an election. Unfortunately, whenever the press runs on hearsay,
there's misinformation that's given
to the public. And in last week's
commentary by Jeff and Pat, it was
very much blown out that the SA was
planning on appointing the position.
The SA was not planning on appointing the position before or after, or
any time in-between...

Did you want Adam Carr to resign?
That's.. .that's a personal question
that you're asking me....If the decision was mine to make, then I would
have talked to Adam about t h a t
because Adam indeed asked me,"It
looks like the only thing for me to do
is to give you my resignation. Do you
want my resignation?" I said,"Adam,
I can't make that decision." TTiat was
a decision that had to be made by the
Senate. The Senate fortunately never
had to make that decision. Adam
resigned on his own free will...

Was this vole of confidence
strictly over this incident or over
his entire record?
Adam had been on the Senate two
years. There were discussions
brought up by other senators who've
been involved with him in past times
on this Senate and past times on
other Senates when Adam had made
some kind of a mistake....Not just
me, not just Andy, but Joy Somma
many times said ."That's not a relevant issue."

I guess the only question I
have left is, do you plan to run for
SA president in the future?
At this time it's too early to talk
about that It's November...I can't be
obsessed or pre-planning or whatever future aspirations or future
goals or anything whenever I have
responsibilities sitting right here. So
at this time, I'm not going to make
any kind of comment on that at all.

First of all, the whole letter I sent
has to be explained in the context of
a phone calL.we received a phone
call from another student government, and she asked to speak to the
president of our student association.
This w a s f r o m USC?
Right, Kelly M o o r e f r o m
USC....She thought we had a student
on the Board of Trustees, so she
wanted us to send information on
how that worked here and how the
students on faculty committees system worked here....Andy came into
the office, and I gave him the
phone...we'd already clarified that
we didn't have a student on the
Board of Trustees. We did a long
tune ago...that's an issue some senators are working on now....
Andy said...that's not an important issue here right now....Chip and
I were working on this, and doing
some extensive work on it...it's an
important issue to several senators
because some of them feel like I do,
and did, that a lot of the problems in
the university now, like major inflationary tuition, come from the fact
that there's no voice on the Board of
Governors. And, well, [Andy] was
representing his personal opinion as
the Senate's opinion, which I
thought was mistaken for one, and
wrong also...
I was going to send her a letter
explaining our system...because
from what he [Andy] said then it
wasn't an important issue....it obviously would be important to her....
The reason I did [delete the paragraph from the letter], what I said in
that paragraph, I don't remember
the exact wording, something like,
"Andy's wrong, this is his personal
opinion," just the stuff I've told you. I
explained to her that the senators
didn't feel that way. So I told her,
look, this is important to us....
I think he [Karsner] probably opposes spending his time on it
because...maybe he just feels that he
doesn't want to waste his time there,
it's a losing cause, should spend it
elsewhere...
I was kind of harsh in that [paragraph about Karsner]. It didn't put
him in a good light And, for one
thing, it probably would have been
misinterpreted if someone hadn't
been in the context of the phone
call....
But, I thought it would probably
be best to just sort of delete that—it
had no relevance to the rest of the
letter—it was just to explain the
whole thing in the context of the
phone call....Most of the letter was
explanatory, saying these are the
kinds of committees we have, the
students are on these, they're not on
these committees because they
aren't relevant, et cetera. And I enclosed the, well, the whatever it is,
the rosters of the standing committees.

The names of the faculty?
Right...Actually, it wasnt a complete roster. It was kind of tentative.
That's the whole reason it was confidential in the first place...back in
early September I asked Philippa if
she knew where we could get a list of
the student representatives on the
standing committees, because you
probably noticed in the directory
every year there's a list of student
officers...As it turned out, Dennis
said he had a copy somewhere in the
office. I wasn't aware of this, and
neither was Philippa. She thought
the best place to go would be Dr.
Stebbings....
I was going over there [Dr. Stebbings] anyway to pickup some slides
for University Relations that we used
for the cover [of the directory]. So I
went by and picked up t h e
folder...And I saw [the secretary]
had enclosed a complete roster and a
little note [to Philippa], please keep
this confidential and all....

You received the list with the
scratchout marks and arrows??
Right, and that's precisely why
they wanted to keep it confidential at

Adam Carr

the time. I talked to Dean Stebbings
after that in October some time, and
he said at the time we got the list
some of those faculty members
hadn't even been contacted yet....It
was a short-term kind of thing.

How did you feel about the
closed meeting? According to
Dennis, you worked with him
and Chip, and talked the Senate
into it, or agreed to allow them to
suggest it to the Senate.
Actually, I didnt talk to Chip at all.
I was under the opinion Dennis
called them and talked to several of
them, Chip being one of them, and
Andy, and someone whose name he
didn't disclose. The opinion was it
was probably best to keep this in a
closed meeting.

Your opinion also?
He [Dennis] came to me, he said
he talked to these people, and he
asked me if I thought it was okay. He
said he thought it'd be best to just sit
down and not have to worry about
press or anything. I can see that I
don't like the idea, I've never liked
the idea, of keeping things all
secret...I'm the kind of person who
says what I think. I'm not into confidentiality. But I went along with it,
and it may have been a good idea,
though I don't like it, to keep all this
stuff in there. I went along with it
because he seemed to know what he
was doing. And it might have worked
out, except somebody talked....

How do you feel about that?
It's not my place to tell them what
to do. I didn't spill because once I
resigned I felt it's a Senate matter
now, and the Senate decided Monday not to discuss what happened. I
think that was at Andy's suggestion,
but nobody spoke in opposition of
that at alL So I decided not to talk
about it unless they brought it up, to
protect me and to protect the Senate.
I didn't really see any way anything
bad could happen to me by having
everything come out in public because it's not like, like I killed somebody or something.

In retrospect, would you have
changed any of the methods that
were used?
I just think they did a satisfactory
job and stayed pretty impartial
through the whole thing.... Perhaps
if I had been in Dennis' shoes, I'd
have wanted to bring it as an open
matter, not to get Adam persay, just
to clear the air. But I thought he
worked it out pretty well.

Why did you resign?
I wanted to avoid precisely what's
going on right now...There were
people who came up to me before the
m e e t i n g and e x p r e s s e d their
support..And something started
this partisanship of Dennis, that he
was out to get me somehow, though
I didn't see that But I saw the potential for a fight over this brewing, and
these people jumping out with their
accusations, and Dennis of course
would be defending himself, and
maybe forced into a more radical
position, just because he'd have to
defend himself....
I didn't want to see that destroyed
by a big instance of politico infighting. The SA is doing good things for
the students now. Andy and I have
had our disagreements about where
the Senate should be going issuewise, but he's getting support and
prestige for the Senate, and that's the
first step toward accomplishing any
reforms or goals.

How do you feel about how the
Thresher has covered this, and
SEE CARR, PAGE 7
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SA discusses Camrock, CSC, ballot
by Shelley Fuld
The Student Association Senate
passed resolutions concerning
Camrock and the Career Services
Center budget at their Monday
meeting at Sid Richardson College.
The Senate also approved the
Homecoming Queen ballot, pro. posed appropriations for an SA newsletter, and heard committee updates
for SA Charities, Wee Vote '88, and
Administrative Planning.
Career Services Center
SRC Senator Srinivas Akkaraju
sponsored a resolution urging an
increase in the Career Services
Center's budget, especially in the
area of staff.
He said CSC instituted new programs this year to serve the students
and is handling approximately 200
people but still has the same personnel.
SRC President Scott Wlggers
said the resolution should note that
the budget was increased significantly this year in order to start new
programs.
To expedite the resolution, the
Senate voted to suspend the by-laws
of the SA Constitution so they could
pass the resolution, delegating authority to a committee to complete
final wording, clear up ambiguity,
and use more specific statements.
The resolution passed with two
objections and one abstention.
Camrock
Executive Vice President Chip
Lutton and Baker College Senator
Kirk Oden introduced a resolution
urging the Board of Governors to
make a timely decision to allow Rice
University to be the American site
for the transatlantic charity concert
for Camrock for Kids '89.
Hanszen College senior Mike
Lamont, American Director of Camrock, discussed logistics of the concert, which would raise money for
the Houston Food Bank and Save the
Children Fund.
The British site is in Cambridge,
England, and the only stumbling
point in the planning so far, Lamont
said, is securing an American site.
He said organizers of the concert
need a decision from Rice within the
next several weeks, or they will focus
their attention elsewhere.
According to Lamont, some of the
administration's concerns have been
the organization of the event and the
attitude of the community. The
community supports the concert,
and it has the endorsement of several civic groups, Lamont said.

"We've overcome both those
obstacles. It's a question of the concept. Does Rice want to be associated
with a charity event for children?"
Lamont said.
The resolution encourages the
administration "to consider all the
positive effects Camrock '89 could
have on community strength, international charity, and the university's
reputation."
The resolution passed unanimously.
Homecoming Queen Ballot
The SA discussed whether to
include Baker junior Michael
Grubbs on the ballot for Homecoming Queen.
Secretary and Elections Chairman Lisa Thompson said Grubbs
should be included on the ballot
because he was duly nominated by
his college.
She said she talked to an affirmative action group which felt Grubbs
would be able to present a case of discrimination were he not included on
the ballot
The ballot was approved with no
objections and two abstentions.
SA Charities
Lovett College President Mark
Norman projected the Meal-aMonth program has pledges of
$10,000 and will raise more by the
end of the year. He said colleges are
averaging $1200 to $1300 each, with
Wiess leading at $1700.
Norman said a clothing drive is
scheduled for Christmas and a Charity Dinner for next semester.
Rice Vote '88
Hanszen College Senator Nick
Shannin, Co-Chairman of Rice Vote
'88, said the voter registration drive
went well.
Administrative Planning
Internal Vice President Dennis
Abbott said the Tuition Subcommittee, under the strictest deadline of
the Administrative Planning Committee, has already met and the others will be meeting this week.
Wiess College Senator Brian
Casey, chairman of the Tuition Subcommittee, said the group had
formed goals, established the organization, and distributed assignments.
Alcohol Policy
Hanszen College President Dan
Haddock, SA representative to the
Alcohol Policy. Committee, said the
committee had discussed several
problems in meetings this year, including unattended kegs, requirements that parties serving alcohol
also serve food, and pitchers at the
Pub.

"The student body sees private
parties as a loophole to the alcohol
policy, but when someone leaves a
room with alcohol or a party spills out
into the hall, it's not private anymore," Haddock said.
He said there has been a lack of
student support for the policy, which
is supposedly student-enforced.
Most of the burden of enforcement
has been placed on the campus police, who do not want that responsibility, he said.
"We have an extremely liberal
alcohol policy. In order to keep it,
students are going to have to start
enforcing it It's a touchy subject It's
not a popular position to take, but we
can't keep a policy that's in violation
of state law," he said.
Campus Police
Karsner said the campus police
are towing cars in handicapped parking spaces and will be ticketing motorscooters on the sidewalks.
New Clubs
The Senate approved the organization of two new clubs, Challice, a
group of Unitarians and uUniversalists, and WRICES (Will Rice Intellectual and Cultural Enrichment Society).
Appropriations
The Senate discussed whether or
not to institute a Senate newsletter.
Lutton, who is in charge of communications, said the newsletter
would be like a letter to constituents,
but several senators and presidents
said students were getting adequate
information about the SA and a
newsletter would be repetitive.
The suggestion was tabled until
the next meeting when Lutton will
have more specific information
about format and content of the
newsletter.
Campus Events Hotline
Lutton said the hotline is now
operational The number is 2855115.
The message will be changed
every Monday, and information
should be submitted to Philippa
Angelides in the SA Office.
General Itinerary
•November 15: Thresher deadline
for statements for position of External Vice President
• November 16: Open forum on campus justice, Rice Memorial Center
Grand Hall, 7:30 p.m.
•November 18: SA filing deadline
for External Vice President
•November 21: Senate Meeting,
Wiess College, 10 p.m.
•November 22: Special Election for
External Vice President

Baker holds mock beer-bike for charity
finding sponsors and collecting
money. For each dollar a team collected before the race, two seconds
Baker College held its fourth were taken off its final time. One
annual mock beer-bike race Satur- second was taken off for each dollar
day afternoon to benefit the Houston pledged but uncollected.
Food Bank. The event rased $2800
The junior class team raised the
for the charity, the majority of which most money and won the event.
came from student sponsors.
Junior team member Mike Grubbs
Baker students could participate said, "We raised about $425. We got
in one of two co-ed biking races, a around early in the week to a lot of
people in Baker, and we went to
class race or a theme race.
Baker cabinefs class representa- Hanszen, Wiess and Jones during
tives chose class team members. lunch to get sponsors. We also tried
Baker College senior Elliot to get the associates involved. I was
Weissbluth, who organized the surprised at how willing people were
mock-race this year, said the fastest to sponsor a dollar or two, and it
members of each class were chosen. really added up."
The majority of the sponsors
The theme race was open to anyone who did not ride or chug in the were students, although some teams
found company sponsors donating
class race.
Nine teams of ten people partici- ten tofifteendollars.
Anheiser-Busch donated a keg
pated in the theme race, in addition
to four teams of twelve in the class for the event Near-beer and soft
race. Each team was required to be at drinks were also available.
Weissbluth estimated 75 to 80
least one-half female. The theme
race included a team of Houston percent of Baker had attended the
Food Bank volunteers and a Baker event, as well as some co-mentors
and associates.
College associates' team
"It was a lot of fun. This is strictly
Baker College masters Susan and
Rod Mcintosh and Sid Richardson a fundraising event, and it's a lot
College master James Disch partici- more casual than the real beer-bike.
pated with their children in a suicide Some teams dressed up for the
theme race. One team rode in shirts
stroller race.
Each team was responsible for ties, and khaki shorts," Weissbluth

by Lorraine Snyder

said.
The mock race has been a tradition since 1984. Baker College com
munity associate Gary Hornberger,
who is very active in the Food Bank
organization, initiated original enthusiasm for the event
Houston Food Bank distributes
food to pantries around the city
which distribute to the poor and
homeless. Grocery stores donate
food which is suitable for consumption, but cannot be sold because of
government regulations.
Although the food is free, the
Food Bank incurs organization, personnel, and transportation costs.
The money contributed by Baker
College's mock beer-bike covers
these sorts of costs.
Baker College members are still
collecting
pledged
money.
Weissbluth said in past years collecting most of the money has not been
a problem.
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The Thresher Exit Poll

Vice President Bush and his family gieet supporters Tuesday at the George R. Brown Convention Center.

Bush celebrates his victory in Houston
by A n u Bajaj
From being an underdog to being
the leader of the pack, Vice-President George Bush ended his road to
victory in Houston Tuesday, November 8 in the George R Brown Con-

and I have never classified myself as
a strong Bush supporter. And, I must
admit J a m e s likes Bush and took all
of the initiative in this endeavor because of his political persuasion.
But it was worth it because the
Rice Thresher had a spot on the press
platform, whereas the French news

was barely any room to breathe.
Even in these close quarters,
everybody remained friendly, for it
was the night for the nameless
strangers. It was the night we met
and talked with a number of people,
and a number of people helped us,
but we never knew their names.
An unnamed photographer from
the Washington Post helped James
with his light meter readings, as did
a photographer from SIPA, an organization that distributes photographs to the European media.
I left the press platform for a while
and met a man that made a vest out of
an "Elect Bush" sign and wore it to
the celebration because he wanted
to be "a walking billboard"; I met
another woman who wore a red,

For President:
Bush/Quayle (10

37.7%

Dukakis/Bentsen (D)
Paul (Lib)

59.1%
2.5%

Fulani (New All)

0.7%

For US Senator:
Bentsen (D)

74.3%

Boulter (R)
(Lib. can.)

16.3%
2%

US House:
Andrews (D)

52.2%

Loeffler (R)
Southwick (Lib)

19.6%
2.9%

Total number polled:

276

Compiled by Biff Clay, Jenny Hyun, Jim Low, Lorraine Snyder,
and Sue Beverige.

posed to give his speech at 10 p.m.,
and James had asked that I help him
change film when the time came.
We waited until 11 p.m., when
Bush finally left his sequestered
room to come to the podium with his
family to claim his victory.
"1 just received a call from Governor Dukakis. He was most gracious.
His call was personal, and it was
genuinely friendly. Itwas in the great
tradition of American politics," he
said.
Bush claimed his victory by
thanking President Ronald Reagan

for being my friend and forgoing the
extra mile on the hustings. He is
simply one of the most decent men I
ever met
"A campaign is a disagreement,
and disagreements divide. But an
election is a decision, and decisions
clear the way for harmony and
peace."
Bush vowed to make America
strong. "I mean to make America
strong and resolute in the world,
strong and big-hearted at home, a
stronger and gentler nation, and I
mean it.

Students cast their ballots Tuesday at Sewall Hall.

vention Center. Although most
people were able to watch Bush give
his acceptance speech from their
living room sofas, Thresher photographer James Yao and 1 weren't so
lucky.
Imagine a space about 3 feet by 3
feet with five people, two tripods, and
three camera bags. This was where
James and I watched Bush give his
acceptance speech on Tuesday.
Looking back, I can say it was
worth missing my RELI 311 class,
and it was worth leaving Rice at 3
p.m. to get our press passes and go
through security and stand in our
space on the press platform and wait
and wait and wait And James can say
that it was worth missing every class
Tuesday and getting up at 5:30 a.m.
to take pictures of Bush voting at the
Ramada Inn, Galleria West
Why was it worth it? After all,
according to the Thresher exit poll,
Bush failed to carry Rice's precinct,

media arrived too late to tape off an
area to claim as their own. It was
worth it because the photographer
from the Christian Science Monitor
had to ask James if there was any
more space left on the platform, and
eventually, she squeezed into somebody else's area.
Don't think I'm bragging because
we were fortunate enough to even
find a spot on the platform. If James
hadn't taken it upon himself to steal
some of the area ABC had reserved
for itself, we would not have watched
Bush from where we did. Of course
ABC was not happy that James stole
some of their area, but then ABC
hadn't taped off this area yet. So, it
was fair game.
But it was also fair game for everybody else. After the Newsweek photographer had set up his tripod behind us, another television crew to
the side of us, and a Japanese reporter on the other side of us, there

Members of the press prepare before Bush's arrival at the George R. Brown Convention"Center Tuesday.
white, and blue Bush scarf from his
unsuccessful 1972 bid for the U.S.
Senate.
Finally, I had to return to the platform to help James. Bush was sup-
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the best pizza
in town"

BARRY'S
THE PREFERRED PIZZA

FREE
DELIVERY
i RICE CAMPUS ONLY
I Not Valid with any
J
other offer
I

<** *••£?

He also said he meant to "...put
the love and friendship [of Houston]
in my pocket and take it to Washington where sometimes it's cold and
where there's a lot of work to do."

TAILGATE P A K I Y
for alumni and graduating seniors
Before the
Rice-Baylor game
on November 12
(Homecoming).

BARRY*

Free Hot Dogs, Soda
and Beer starting
at 11 a.m. in the
Stadium parking lot.

THE PREFERRED PIZZA

E x p i r e s 12/31/88
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and the people. He said, "...the
people have spoken. I thank the
people that have given America a
great victory. I thank Ronald Reagan
who turned the country around and

— -I

6622 South Mam

522-4656

Sponsored by the Career Services Center
and The Rice Thresher.

THE RICE THRESHER

Virus contaminates Rice computers
by Grace T. Chen
A computer vims generated by
Cornell University graduate student
Robert T. Morris, Jr. attacked Rice
University's computer systems at
9:30 p.m., Wednesday, November 2.
The virus was detected Thursday
morning.
Morris' experiment with an electronic-mail system led to a nationwide plague jamming over 6,000
computers.
Morris implanted his experimental program in ARPANET, a Defense
Department network widely used by
researchers at many universities,
including Rice. Morris had intended
for his program to live undetected in
ARPANET, slowly and secretly copying itselffromone computer to the
next A design error caused the program to replicate too quickly, filling
available storage space with gibberish.

Director of Computer Sciences
Priscilla Huston said, "Essentially
what happened was that the virus
...tried to get in, but the situation was
not acceptable. It was trying to take
advantage of a system design error
that was put in to test the mail system. It was not a bad problem, but
took some effort to put in the patches
to make sure that itdidnt getworse."
Director of Networking and Planning Ferrill Gerbode and his colleagues worked Thursday morning
to prevententry of the virus, which at
one point escalated attacks to every
three minutes.
Gerbode said the attack was discovered primarily because the address transmitted from Cornell
seemed atypical. Each student at
Rice has a mailing address in the
main-frame computer system.
By 2 p.m. Thursday, Rice personnel had patched all the system's
holes. A meeting of system managers and computer system depart-

ments took place Friday to discuss
the virus.
Huston said it was unlikely that
Rice students would generate computer viruses. "Rice does have a policy where we ask the students to sign
something that says if they are to
send mailfromone school to another
that they will use it for academic
purposes."
Huston said she feels the success
of computer networks depends upon
a system of trust
"I think it is great for people to be
inquisitive, butthey must also understand their responsibilities in respect to that...if the educational research community defaults on its
responsibilities, well lose a great
opportunity for our nation and our
students."
Cornell officials have not yet decided upon disciplinary actions to
take against Morris, but one consideration is expulsionfromthe university.

them to come down on him like that
About the Thresher coming down on
the SA about the closed meeting,
that's perfectly understandable, and
perhaps they should have come
down on me for that too for not
openly opposing it I thank them for
the bit of partisanship—they came
up to me and they said so, but I
thought they were being kind of
unfair.
Any other political plans?
Well, IVe still got my concern
over key issues, things like a student
on the Board of Governors. I was
planning to do some committee
work....There are a lot of non-elected
people working on SA committees. I
can do that You dont have to have a
title.
And the election for External

V.P.—I don't know. I resigned to
avoid precisely what's happened, so
my purpose in resigning seems kind
of emptyrightnow. I don't know if I
want to go back....There are always
errors in judgement..But that was
nothing to resign over, and indeed
that's not why I resigned. Am I going
to run again? I don't know. I'm not
sure right now.

CAMPUS CRIME STATISTICS
Crime Statisticsforthe week of 11/3/88 to 11/9/88
U/2/88

835 pm

LotO

11/2/88

930 pm

Lot M

11/3/88

1030am

LotO

11/3/88

835pm Alumni Drive

11/4/88

530pm

LotO

11/4/88

927 pm

Lot P

11/4/88

1030 pm Sewall Hall

11/4/88
11/5/88
11/5/88
11/6/88
11/6/88
11/7/88
11/7/88
11/7/88
11/8/88

Carr
FROM PAGE 4

the commentary by Jeff Solochek
and Pat McGarrity?
They both told me separately
before they wrote that editorial that
they were going to do something of
the sort I had no idea they were
going to hit that hard....
Did that surprise you?
...I was told I would never believe
where the stuff came from in the
Senate.... I thought they were kind of
harsh on Dennis. I thought Dennis
did his best to be impartial. He let his
conscience guide him He put a lot of
thought into what he did a long time.
Hejust did what hethoughthe had to
do. I didn't see there was any call for

Esperanza
FROM PAGE 1

tees in order to meet any Esperanza
cost overruns.
"I'm not planning on cutting out of
any of the other budgets at all," Gsell
said.
Esperanza will take place 10 p.m.
to 2 a.m. Saturday, November 12.
Buses will run between Rice and the
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11/8/88
11/8/88
11/9/88
11/9/88

Auto Accident Car drove ontooof
entrance post Dannie to vehicle, no
paaaenger kyuries.
Damaged Property. Person dented
vehicle while attempting to ck*e door.
Burglary - Auto. T-Tops last seen
locked to vehicle at 730 am. On return T-tops
missing.
Traffic Violation. Part-time student driving in
excess of 15 mph. Citationforwardedto proc
tor.
Burglary - Auto. Vehicle policed in lot at 930
am. On return, ownerfoundTexas license
'owed Vehicle. Red Ford Mustang parked in

T w e ? $ § 5 c j e ! s ^ BMW in handicapped
space at loading dock.
Towed Vehicle. Blue Chevy 2 door in handicapped space. Vehicle was ticketed and towed.
130 pm Brown College Burglary - Habitation. S75 stolen from
dorm room.
1130 pm Brown College Violation of Alcohol Policy. Unauthorized
floor party observed. Three minors stopped
withi Ibeer.
425 pm Sewall Hall
Towed Vehicle. Fiat 2 door in Handicapped
space. $55.00feepayed to prevent towing.
830 pmMudd Turnaround Towed Vehicle. Red Acura parked in Mudd
turnaround.
3:48 pm
RMC
Theft of Photograph. "Lovett Hall Fireworks"
in silver frame missingfromBlair
1030pm

Sewall Hall

i.I./ Parked auto. Bhie Chevy Citation
struckfromrear, causing damage to left rear
quarter panel.
830 pm MuddBldg.
Towed Vehicle. 1986 blue VW parked in handi
capped space.
130 am Lovett College A Rice student had a disagreement with his
girlfriend which resulted in Physical
contact (assult by touch) Both parties stated
all was OK and that they would not see each
otherfora day.
925 pm MuddBldg.
Towed Vehicle. Blue Nissan Stanza parked in
Handicapped space.
631 am Chemistry Bldg. CriminalMischie"
Jet. White mailbox found
damaged nexttoroom #112.
1230 am Parking Lot S -1 Theft - Auto. Black Cutlass Supreme 2 door
found missing when owner returned at midnight
124 am Parking Lot H Assault Complaintant and suspect had a fight
but later shook hands and left the scene
530 pen Parking Lot C

THE CLASS OF '52 COUtDN'T
1
I?

dance every half-hour starting at 9:30
p.m., with stops at Wiess, Baker, and
Brown Colleges. Tickets will cost
$25 per couple through Friday, November 11, and $30 per couple at the
door. Tickets may be purchased
from college RPC representatives or
executive officers.
There will be a cash bar at the site.
Each person over 21 will receive one
free drink, and all other drinks will
cost $3. The disc jockey will be Horizon.

Seeing the Proctor?
If someone has to go before Proctor Edward Holt for any disciplinary reason, they have the right to have a University Court Ombudsman present with them to make sure their rights are protected.
If someone is going to appear before the Proctor and wishes to have
an Ombudsman with them, they should call University Court Chairman Bill Barrett at 630-8434 or Student Association President Andy
Karsner before their meeting with the Proctor.

Starting Friday, November 11...

MOVIES
AT
THE PUB
also...

Monday Night Football
• Oilers vs. Cleveland this Monday

Mexican Night, every Tuesday
•
•
•
•

$1 Dos Equis, Tecate, Sympatico
$1.25 Corona
$1.25 Nachos, Burritos
$1.75 Chili

J
Folks h e r e are still t a l k i n g a b o u t
" T h e 1952 I n c i d e n t . " For some r e a s o n
still u n k n o w n , a c e r t a i n g r a d u a t i n g class
at a c e r t a i n u n i v e r s i t y missed w h a t was
c e r t a i n l y t h e o p p o r t u n i t y of a lifetime.
The c h a n c e to meet w i t h a r e c r u i t e r
f r o m the N a t i o n a l Security Agency.
Maybe t h e y were b u s y t h a t day. Maybe s o m e t h i n g else c a u g h t their eye. But
t h e fact r e m a i n s , a meeting w i t h NSA
could have m e a n t a f u t u r e full of challenging, exciting projects.
Now you've got t h e s a m e chance. Our
r e c r u i t e r will be visiting c a m p u s soon in
search of talented m a t h e m a t i c i a n s ,

c o m p u t e r scientists, electrical engineers
a n d linguists. And we're looking for
people w h o w a n t to w o r k on i m p o r t a n t ,
h a n d s - o n a s s i g n m e n t s r i g h t f r o m the
s t a r t of t h e i r career.
NSA is t h e agency responsible for
p r o d u c i n g foreign intelligence information, s a f e g u a r d i n g o u r g o v e r n m e n t ' s
communications and securing computer
s y s t e m s for t h e D e p a r t m e n t of Defense.
And we're equally committed to helping you m a k e y o u r f u t u r e strong. So do
yourself a favor a n d meet w i t h us. You
d o n ' t need 3-D glasses to see t h a t it's a
great o p p o r t u n i t y .

NSA will be on campus December 2 interviewing seniors majoring in Electrical
Engineering, Computer Science, Math and
Language (Slavic, Near Eastern, Asian and
Spanish).

StXU£>>

National
Security
Agency

Attn: M322 (AAM), Ft. Meade, Maryland 80755-6000
An equal o p p o r t u n i t y employer U.S. c i t i z e n s h i p required for a p p l i c a n t a n d i m m e d i a t e family m e m b e r s
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N ewsbtiefs
by Ross Goldberg

Institute announces
research contest
A $5,000 prize will be awarded by
the Institute of Noetic Sciences of
Sausalito, California, for the best
scientific test conducted by an
undergraduate, graduate or postgraduate student The test must either support or refute a controversial
new theory of biological organization.
The Institute is seeking experiments from any field, such as chemistry, biology, animal behavior or
psychology, to which Rupert
Sheldrake's theory applies. His theory suggests that the growth and
development of each species is not
directed by biochemical and genetic
mechanisms alone, but also by a
unique "morphic field" that exists
outside the organism. This field has
an influence over space and time,
and is said to carry a collective
memory of all previous organisms of
its kind.
The prize will be awarded to the
student conducting the most rigorous and scientifically "elegant" ex-

periment
Students may use a test design
suggested by Sheldrake or others, or
use methods of their own. Entries
may be submitted any time prior to
September 30, 1990. The experiments will be judged by an international panel of scientists.
For more information about the
Sheldrake Prize, write to the Institute at 475 Gate Five Road, Suite 300,
Sausalito, California 94965, or call
(415) 331-5650.

Juniors eligible for
Beinecke award
Students who are currently classified as juniors at Rice may apply to
be considered for nomination by the
University for a Beinecke Memorial
Scholarship. The award offers $2000
for the senior year and up to $15,000
per year for educationally-related
expenses during two years of graduate study.
The purpose of the scholarship is
to encourage high-ability students to
plan in advance for graduate study in
their chosen field by providing for
financial need. Renewal of the scholarship beyond the initial year is subject to continuing satisfactory per-

formance by the recipient Rice is
one of a selected group of colleges
and universities invited to submit
one nomination for this scholarship.
Qualifications which are necessary are: classification as a junior at
Rice in 1988-89 with the expectation
of completing a bachelor's degree in
May, 1990; a strong academic record
and demonstrated unusual ability in
the field of student to be pursued at
the graduate level; demonstrated
reasons for believing the award of a
Beinecke Scholarship would make a
significant difference to the student's advanced education and the
contribution he or she will be able to
make in later years; demonstrated
financial need as defined for the
purposes of the Financial Aid Office
for the current year and the expectation of continuing need in the following year.
In making an application, students should submit the following
documents to the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs no later
than Friday, February 3, 1989: a
statement describing background,
interests and career plans, as well as
some of the experiences and influences that have shaped those interests and plans; two letters from Rice
faculty, at least one from the student's major department, who are
familiar with the student's character,
ability and motivation; and a statement, signed by the appropriate official in the Financial Aid Office, of the
financial aid the student is currently
receiving and of anticipated financial

need in 1989-90.
The Beinecke scholarships were
established in 1970 by the Sperry
and Hutchinson Company to honor
the three Beinecke brothers who
were leading executives of the company for many years.

CPR training session
The Houston CPR Task Force is
sponsoring a mass CPR training at
the Astrodome. This year's event will
take place on Sunday, November 13.
For more information and to register, call 523-4CPR.

Acid bath washes
Chem Building
The exterior wall of the Chemistry Building is currently being
washed with a muriatic acid solution.
The work area will be closed to the
general public 8 a m , November 1,
through 5 p.m., November 11. There
will be designated cross-over areas.

Cooley speaks to
Pre-Med Society
Renowned cardiovascular surgeon Denton Cooley spoke to about
80 students at the Rice Premedical
Society meeting Monday, November 7. His talk was entitled "Developments in Cardiovascular Surgery
and Personal Reflections on a Medical Career."
Cooley said advances in medicine

will never match those achieved
during the 1950s and 1960s because
of Food and Drug Administration
regulations and legal intervention.
Doctors are discouraged from attempting bold steps in treating patients with unique health anomalies.
"When you enter the medical
profession you should accept the
risks that are an integral of the job,"
Cooley said, referring to AIDS treatment
Cooley encouraged students to
make academics a priority. He said a
strong body creates "mental health."
"Of all the professions, such as
the clergy, law, or engineering,
medicine is certainly the noblest,"
Cooley said.
Cooley was the first person to
perform artificial heart surgery on a
human. In 1984, he received the
Medal of Freedom, the nation's highest civilian award. By 1987, Cooley
and his team had performed over
70,000 open-heart operations.
He has contributed to the development of techniques for repair and
replacement of diseased heart valves
and is widely known for operations to
correct congenital heart anomalies
in infants and children.
Cooley is Surgeon-in-Chief of the
Texas Heart Institute, Chief of
Cardiovascular Surgery at St. Luke's
Episcopal Hospital, Consultant in
Cardiovascular Surgery at Texas
Childen's Hospitals, and Clinical
Professor of Surgery at The University of Texas Medical School in
Houston.

STA TRAVEL

MBA GRADUATES

100 OFFICES

WORLDWIDE

Special Student and Youth Fares

The best investment you'll ever make
begins at the Prudential
The Prudential Realty Group would like to help you turn your
hard-earned MBA degree into a challenging and rewarding
investment position.
We manage one the world's largest privately held portfolios of
equity real estate and mortgages — a portfolio valued at
more than $33 billion.
To maintain our preeminent role in the real estate arena, we
are currently seeking top MBAs from America's outstanding
universities. Candidates should be talented, self-motivated and
aggressive, and possess strong analytical and communication skills.
Our real estate investment activities provide excellent opportunities for learning, growth and achievement. If you are
selected for our investment team, you'll enjoy a "hands-on"
approach to professional development. In conjunction with
exposure to all the basics of Prudential's real estate operations,
you'll attend a series of courses unique to the real estate industry. External courses leading to professional real estate
designations are also available.
We offer a very attractive starting salary, bonus potential based
on performance, and an excellent benefits package. To explore opportunities at the PRUDENTIAL, send your resume
to: Houston Realty Group Office, 1100 Louisiana Street, Suite
1400, Houston, TX 77002.

WORLD
WIDE

FROM 'DALLAS ON SCHEDULED AIRLINES

SEAT SHORTAGE
BOOK NOW
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

ST. T H O M A S
CARACAS
LONDON
PARIS
RIO DE JANIERO
ROME
ATHENS
TOKYO
MADRID
SYDNEY
CAIRO
MOSCOW

from
Irom
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

155
155
250
295
360
375
395
510
335
555
470
460

280
310
499
590
720
750
790
839
640
1085
939
919

• FLIGHTS AVAILABLE FROM ALL
MAJOR U.S. CITIES
• CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION
BOOKLET
• ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS
THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK

1-800-777-0112
2002 GUADALUPE ST
AUSTIN
TX 98705

sjyi
KAPLAN
PUTS
YOU IN
SCORING
POSITION.
6609 HILCREST AVE
DALLAS
TX 75205

Want a touchdown on
t h e SAT. LSAT, G M A T , G R E . o r
other admissions e x a m s 7
T h e n call the t e a m with the
i ) e s t s c o r i n g r e c o r d in t h e l e a g u e
S t a n l e y H. K a p l a n .

THE BIGGEST IS LOOKING FOR THE BEST!
An Equal Opportunity Employer

H f; JI:VI
STANLEY H . K A P L A N E D U C A T I O N A L CENTER LTD.

The Prudential
Realty Group

The Prudential

Call For Starting Dates
988-4700
7 0 ! 1 S W F : rvvy # 1 0 0
522-5113
5925 Kirbv #214
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RATTLE 1 HUM
The band from Northern Ireland
sweeps across the U.S. with a new live
album and concert film

With the recently released concert film
U2 Rattle and Hum and its
accompanying soundtrack, U2 has
attempted to return to the roots of rock
'n roll. Working with director Phil Joanou
and record producer Jimmy lovine, the
band has created a film that fails on the
documentary level but succeeds as a
concert film.
The film speaks for itself, thrusting the
viewer into the experience of hearing and
seeing U2 live. Unfortunately, the album
does not fare as well and lacks the
passion and intensity that the film
provides. Without the visuals to back it
up, the album U2 Rattle and Hum is
inconsistent and dissappointing.
The film opens up with a searing
version of The Beatles' "Helter Skelter."
The black and white images of the band
onstage are breathtaking, but from there
the film dives like the plane that the
band has taken their name from. Director
Joanou tries to interview the band and as
he acknowledges on camera, the
interview style simply does not work. In
take after take, Drummer Larry Mullen,
Jr. says that the film is "a musical
journey." He is joking, but unfortunately
that is what Joanou wants the film to be.
Though the film is mostly concert
footage, there are a few segments in
which we see the band in the studio
recording new songs. The scenes look
rehearsed, andthe result is the' audience
can't help but feel manipulated. The
songs we see recorded are the "new"
ones that appear on the soundtrack.
Joanou's project began far after The
Joshua Tree was completed, so we learn
nothing of how the band produced the
album that was the basis for the tour
that the film documents.
What is even more disappointing is
that the new songs aren't very good. Only
The Edge's "Van Diemen's Land" works,
and that's because it is fresh and
surprising. Hearing The Edge sing
provides a welcome change.
The other new songs on the album are
basically flops, like "Love Rescue Me"
(co-written by Bob Dylan) and a song
written for and sung by B.B. King entitled
"When Love Comes To Town." All of
these songs attempt to return to the
roots of rock 'n roll as Bono strains to
sound like Elvis Presley. If music from
the heartland is what you seek, this
album is not for you. In my mind, it
sounds more like it's defacing rock 'n roll
than glorifying it.
A gospel version of "I Still Haven't

for the band and the audience. A brief
interview segment with Larry Mullen, Jr.
about Presley and the innapropriateness
of his estate burial site is quite moving.
We learn more about Mullen through this
brief segment than we do about any
other member of the band—least of all
Bono, who onstage comes across as a
true ham.
U2 Rattle and Hum is not the euphoric
experience that Talking Heads' Stop
Making Sense is. Where Jonathan
Demme had a specific direction in which
he took his film, Joanou does not. The
schizophrenia between concert, studio
and documentary footage becomes
annoying.
The film's saving grace is that it uses
concert footage for the vast majority of
its 100 minutes. The soundtrack serves
as a good companion to the film
because listening to it reminds one of
the striking images that were presented
on the screen. Yet without the support of
the film, the album falls flat, not able to
stand on its own. U2 Rattle and Hum
should be seen and heard, but if you
have blinders on. don't even bother.

Found What I'm Looking For" succeeds, but only moderately. The gospel chorus fills
out the sound and makes the song more lively but it is still too often restrained. Just
when one would expect the gospel singers to push the "Wall of Sound" even further,
they are cut out entirely and substituted by Bono's voice. "Bullet the Blue Skv,"
another gem from The Joshua Tree, works quite well on
screen because the lighting design accents The Edge's
violent, cutting guitar chords. It's Bono who mars the song
with his opening line that sounds like a cross between Elvis
and Kermit the Frog. On screen, Joanou's editing wraps you
up in the power and adrenaline of the live concert. On
record, the performance falls flat.
TRULY HOUSTON'S CHOICE1
Robert Brinkmann's black and white cinematography
(which comprises a majority of the film) is stunning.
FOR A GREAT
Especially noteworthy is the footage of the band perferming
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" which Bono introduces with a
passionate speech about the terrible violence in the band's
native Northern Ireland.
Joanou chose to use color film only for the Sun Devil
Stadium footage. Working with cinematographer Jordan
Cronenweth, Joanou allows the stage and its lighting to
become intimate. Much of the footage resembles
U i v n ^
Cronenweth's work on Jonathan Demme's concert film Stop
Making Sense. Unfortunately, the camera angles grow
tiresome because the setting of a stadium limits camera
access. There are closeups, crane shots and helicopter
shots of the band onstage which create a more theatrical
experience than is usually afforded in a stadium. The
18 oz. RIB EYE
f26 oz. T-BONE
opening shot of this sequence is of "Where The Streets
18 oz. SHISH KABOB
24 oz. TOP SIRLOIN
Have No Name," which sounds and looks spectacular. But
14
oz. FILET MIGNON
22
oz.
K-C
STRIP
the only full stage shots we get look more like the stage of a
SHRIMP
KABOB
^
C
H
I
C
K
E
N
KABOB
Broadway theater than of a stadium packed with tens of
thousands of people. It looks good, but was it necessary to
document a stadium conceit if the stadium feel was going
to be eliminated in the editing room or by the limitations of
camera accessibility?
The only documentary footage that seems to work in the
film is when Joanou follows the band through a tour of Elvis
N
Presley's estate, Graceland. It is a draining experience both

BY LOUIS E. SPIEGLER

BEST STEAKS &
EREAT FUN

STEAKOUT!

Salad Bar • Potato Bar - Texas Toast

T±l\£ooks
STEAKS-SPIRITS

6100 WESTHEIMER • BRIARGROVE PLAZA
266-9750 • OPEN 5-11 DAILY
SPECIAL HOURS ON GAME DAYS!
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Baker presents surreal Phantom Tollbooth
the stage and directed by
George Langworthy. And a truly
commendable effort it is, since
this production is the most
original and imaginative one that
Rice's college theater has seen
in a long time.
We are swept away in a magic
jalopy with little Milo (Tom
Senning) from his room to a
surreal and dreamlike world of
color and irrationality—the
Kingdom of Wisdom. Driving
along on the road to
Dictionopolis, through seemingly
multidimensional^, strange
people literally burst forth from
the scenery: the happy Whether
Man (Samantha Hendren), the
Lethargians (Jennifer Greene,
Jennifer Hailey, Margot Merek)
who are busy doing nothing, and
a real live watchdog named Tock
(Jamie Daruwala) who becomes
Milo's companion for the rest of
the trip.

BY KIRSTEN STAMMER

W

hat exactly do you
do when a "phantom tollbooth"
appears in your room out of
nowhere, claims to be easily
assembled, comes with nearly
all accessories and sketchy
directions, and promises to take
you far away from a dull
afternoon to Lands Beyond?
Why, you hop in, of course,
especially if you have homework
to do. And this is exactly what a
little boy named Milo does,
whose subsequent fantastical
adventures are the heart of
Baker College's successful
production of The Phantom
Tollbooth.
Based on the children's book
by Norton Juster, the story of
the tollbooth was adapted for

Upon reaching Dictionopolis,
they are met by the. Gatekeeper
(Samantha Hendren}, the king's
redundantly vociferous advisors,
Fred (Sean Callahan), the
Minister of Meaning (Mary
Durbin), the Earl of Essence
(Jennifer Greene), the Undersecretary of Understanding
(Leslie Harris), and the Count of
Connotation (leva Swanson), as
well as the Word Merchants
(Tiffani Cook, Michael Dobson,
Jennifer Hailey) who sell hot
words and letters at outrageous
prices, the Spelling Bee (Margot
Merek) who insists on
deconstructing everything she
says and the doubletalking
Humbug (Elliot Weissbluth).
Amidst all of this hubbub, Milo
and Tock are suddenly found
"guilty" and arrested by the
powertripping Officer Short Shrift
(Ben Feigert), who throws them
in jail.

SPAGHETTI DINNER!

$2.74

f

Present this coupon at BAMBOLINO'S at 4310 Montrose @ Richmond
or 3404 S. Shepherd @ W. Main and get a Spaghetti Dinner for $2.74!
*Plus tax. Dinner includes Spaghetti with Meat Sauce, a hot, fresh Garlic
Bread and a Dinner Salad. Additional toppings extra. Not valid with any
other coupon offer. One coupon per customer. Offer expires December
31, 1988. Open seven days a week.

The Original
Italian Drive-Thru "

A.O.S.

i t TUNE-UP
0IL-LUBEFILTER
s

36.95
42.95
48.95
4 cyl

12.95

Most Cats • With This Coupon

6 cyl.

8 cyl

Most Cars • With This Coupon

• Install n e w spark plugs.
• Perform complete
computerized scope
analysis.
• Set timing and idle
RPM, if adjustable.
• Test battery and
charging system.
• 8 month or 8,000 mile
warranty.
Expires 12/3/88

• Complete 15 point
service.
• Oil change with up to 5
quarts of Citgo SF-CE
Ttirbo-Diesel 15W-40 oil
and n e w filter.
• Complete chassis lube.
• Check and fill five
fluids: transmission/
transaxle, differential,
power steering, brake
and battery.
• Check PCV valve and
filter, air filter, wiper
blades, belts, hoses and
tire pressure.

BRAKE SPECIAL
TWO WHEEL
FOUR WHEEL
s

10

OFF
REG.
PRICE

Most Cars • With This Coupon

• Install n e w organic
pads or shoes.
• T\irn drums or rotors, if
needed.
• Additional charge for
semi-metallic pads.
• 12 month or 12,000 mile
warranty.

Expires 12/3/88

Expires 12/3/88

i

10% OFF ANY
OTHER REGULAR •
PRICED SERVICE j
Expires 12/3/88

B

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER
All Makes 'Japanese 'European 'Domestic# Open Mon. thru Sat. 7am to 5:30pm

4141 Greenbriar Near US 59
Henry Ondrey, Owner • 520-7077
Instant Credit • Major Credit Cards

Cookie-Crisp-like number wizard,
the Mathemagician (David
Bixby), whose large magic pencil
guides us through some
numerical illustrations, and who
gives Milo his own magic wand
to help rescue the princesses.
What is especially a joy is the
close effort of the cast, crew
and band—they make us
believe from the very start that
they have a fantastic and secret
adventure to share with us. The
story is adapted brilliantly for
the stage, and with the use of
slide projections, an excellent
lighting design (by Don Russell),
fantasy-like costumes (by
Denise Pavlat), and original
music by Walt (Nick Cooper,
Walt Lorenzut, Matt Kelley, Dan
Robinson), The Phantom
Tollbooth holds every ounce of
our attention and uses every
inch of our imagination as we
watch this dream-like
multidimensional world unfold
before and envelope us.
The Phantom Tollbooth offers
us more than escapism—it
offers us fantasy. The
production runs tonight for the
last time, and it is certainly not
to be missed.

KAHN'S CORNER:

RICE UNIVERSITY SPECIAL!
BAMBOLINO'S*

While bemoaning their
sentence of six million years,
Milo and Tock are approached
by a fellow prisoner, a very
sweet and enchanting "Which"
(Jennifer Hailey) who tells them
the story of how the two royal
brothers of the Kingdom of
Wisdom feuded over the
importance of numbers versus
letters until the letter-minded
King Azaz banished the
Mathemagician to a separate
kingdom (thereby dividing the
kingdom into Dictionopolis and
Digitopolis) and banished the
two mediating princesses,
Rhyme and Reason, to an
inescapable tower in the air. The
Which then informs Milo and
Tock that they are free to go, so
they join the royal banquet
where they meet and have a
feast of words with the
infamous number-shy King Azaz
(Brian Donnell).
At this point the play truly
takes off, and the group
manages to bump into
Kakofonous A. Dischord (Pab
Schwendimann), the Awful
Dynne (Sean Callahan),
Dodecahedron (Samantha
Hendren), and finally the royal-

Dancers, drama, death and disasters
TONIGHT
•Let's see what has
happened recently: George Bush
gets elected President
("President Poppy?"), some
scumbag steals one of those
awesome photographs from the
new student lounge (is it just a
coincidence, or is it a relevant
fact that George Bush was in
town the evening of the
dastardly theft?), Geraldo Rivera
gets his nose broken by some
psycho-mutant-from-hel I
skinhead and Phil Donahue gets
in the pro wrestling ring and
manages to bearhug five or six
hot babes in leotards. What the
hell is this country coming to?
•Several Dancers Core
presents its popular dance
program entitled Six
Contemporary Choreographers
tonight and tomorrow night at 8
p.m. at Theatre One of the
Houston Community College
Fine Arts Center. Call 520-5530
for ticket information.
•The Rice Players presents
The Importance of Being
Earnest tonight and tomorrow
(as well as next week) in
Hamman Hall at 8 p.m.
•Tonight is the final
performance of Baker College's
The Phantom Tollbooth. Show
George how much you love
him—go and see this play.

her poetry tonight at Herring Hall
124 at 7:30 p.m.
•November 17—Michael Fry,
the man who draws Scotty,
signs his new book, Scotty II,
Bom to be Mild, at the Black
Lab from 12-1:30 p.m.

ONGOING

•Journey to the Center of the
Universe, a show in the Houston
Museum of Natural Science's
planetarium, will be shown
through November 20. Call 6394600.
•Andy Warhol's Death and
Disasters, an exhibition at the
Menil Collection, will be on
display until January 8.
•iDe Donde?, a play written
by Mary Gallagher about a young
woman's attempt to escape a
worn-torn country in Central
America, is enjoying its world
premiere at the Main Street
Theater. The play runs
Thursdays through Sundays
through November 20, and
students receive a $2 discount.
Call 524-6706 for reservations.
.•Stages Repertory Theatre
presents the77?e Man of La
Mancha through December 3.
Call 52-STAGE for ticket
information.
• The Road to Mecca, a new
play written by Athol Fugard (a
South African best known in this
country for his searing play
Master Harold...and the boys),
TOMORROW
is showing at the Alley Theatre
•Gypsy, Folk, and Other
Hungarian Music, a concert from through November 20. Call 2288421 for more information.
your pals at the Da Camera
•Winslow Homer's Images of
Society, plays tonight at the
Blacks: The Civil War and
Cullen Theater at 8 p.m. For
Reconstruction Years is on
ticket information, call 526display at the Menil Collection
1709.
until January 8.
UPCOMING
•The Museum of Fine Arts is
•November 13—Game
currently showing an exhibit
Theory, described by their
publicist as existential popsters entitled Expressions of Belief:
Masterpieces of African,
from Northern California,
performs at the Axiom tonight at Oceanic and Indonesian Art
from the Museum Voor
9 p.m.
Volkenkunde, Rotterdam. The
•November 15—Frank Bidart
exhibit will be on display until
and Garrett Hongo read from
their poetry tonight at the Brown November 27.
•Richard Jackson's
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Installations is at the Menil
•November 17—Denise
Collection until December 31.
Levertov, a terrific poet, reads
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Menil Collection hosts Warhol's Disasters
BY JOHN MONTAG

A,

Lndy Warhol's extremely
disturbing Death and Disasters
is currently at the Menil
Collection. Covering a wide
variety of death, the works use
silkscreens of greatly enlarged
photos taken from newspapers
to depict car wrecks, suicides,
riots and assassinations.
Unlike Warhol's other
silkscreens, where various
colors were intentionally printed
slightly off-register, giving the
works a certain painterliness,
most works in Death arid
Disasters are colored in a single
hue, making any imperfections
look more like a mechanical
accident than an artistic
decision. So the question
arises, "Is this stuff really art?"
Not being any kind of art
historian, I couldn't convince
diddly of the artistic merit of
Warhol's works but the exhibit is
fairly important, so maybe a
brief look at the basis of Pop Art
would be worthwhile.

Perhaps more than anything,
Pop Art was a backlash against
the Abstract Expressionist
movement that dominated the
1950's. The likes of Pollock,
Rothko and Kline had filled
enough huge canvases with
drips and fields and calligraphy
to move the center of the art
world from Paris to New York.
This allowed people to travel
shorter distances to stand
before works and ask, "Is this
stuff really art?"
Although originally an English
movement, the Pop Art
movement grew rapidly in the
United States, building on the
work of Robert Rauschenberg
and Jasper Johns whose works
were so unabstract as to
include objects from the real
world, such as real goats (real
dead goats, at least). Pop
painting depicted common
objects, returning to a
naturalism forsaken by the
Abstract Expressionists as
distracting in an attempt to
restore freshness to art and
make it accessible to the
common people.
The crisp, clean style of

depiction adopted by the Pop
artists was a logical extension
of using images culled from
popular sources. Mimmicking ad
layouts, they recall the pristine
images of the Immaculates of
the early 20th century. This
manner of depiction tended to
elevate the status of the
subject; thus, the content of the
work became something
different from the subject. The
idealization of the commonplace, the glorification of the
American dream, the implied
comment on commercialism
gave Pop Art a distinct
conceptual bent. This meant
that you couldn't just ask if this
stuff was really art—you had to
think about it.
Warhol's Death and Disasters
series is probably the most
conceptually oriented of Pop
works, depicting the American
dream transformed into a
nightmare. The tools developed
in the postwar era are shown in
a new light, turning on their
makers. The mangled bodies,
poisoned fish, atomic bombs
and assassinations all seriously
question the extent of our

progress.
The images are vivid, the
finality of death unquestionably
apparent, yet Warhol's use of
light tints for the colors and his
technique of repeating the
image several times on the
canvas serve to remove the
viewer from the impact of the
scene. We stand stunned by
realism—the gruesomeness of
the car wrecks, the implications

of the electric chair—but the
presentation is so overpowering
we become numb.
No brush painting could
possibly have the impact that
these canvases have. These are
incredibly powerful works of art.
Yes, this stuff is really art. It is
incredibly hideous and I
wouldn't recommend it to my
mother or my dog, but it is an
amazing exhibit nevertheless.

Players produce Earnest

The Rice Players present The Importance of Being Earnest tonight and tomorrow
in Hamman Hall. The show starts at 8 p.m. and will continue through next week.
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SPORTS
The MOB confuses people at a mall in Springfield when they stop to practice.

Thresher wankers and Sammys the Owl eat breakfast in Poplar Pass.
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Thresher takes Road Trip to Hell
by Wes Gere
Big hair. Sexual paraphernalia.
Poplaropolis, or Poplar Springs, or
was it Poplar Canyon. Those lips.
Vodka. More vodka. These are the
images from six states that swam
through nine people's minds the
Monday morning after we wandered
into Houstonfroma three-day trip to
Hell, Indiana Chicago, SL Louis,
Indianapolis, and Springfield all did
their part to conAise the weary,
brain-dead Thresher staffers and
friends.
The idea was to see the recently
down-on-their-luck Rice Owl football
team take on the not-so-down-ontheir-luck number-one Notre Dame
Fighting Irish. Well, we did see that,
but we don't like to talk about it The
bigeventto mostofuswas seeing the
MOB stomp the Irish band into the
proverbial mud.
The quest started Thursday evening aboard a Ford van that Harold
Turner conned the athletic department into getting at the last minute.
The first leg of the trip was up to San
Louey. On the way there we stopped
at one of those gas stations with the
"Grab Bag" (that's what it said) of
neat sex crap on the bathroom wall
forfiftycents (Don't get the lick-it-up
flavor cream, it tastes like rotting
chocolate).
By this time I was spilling screwdrivers all over everybody, so I'll run
over the parts I remember, like the
big arch thing in St Louis we went up
in and saw how drab and dreary a city
can look in Missouri, and how
Norbert Hugger's French friend
Cecile must have thought that two
months in the U.S. was enough for
her if all states looked like Arkansas,
and if Americans were all as obnoxious as I was. Oh well.
The main thing about Chicago is
you can get a cab in two minutes but

can't park in two hours. Myself, Paul
Bushkuhl (one of the Sammy-theOwls), and Sarah Leedy found this
out going to Rocky Horror. I thought
a wild place like the windy city would
have an intense Rocky audience, but
the people at the Picture Show were
lamer than in Houston. The lips were
just as big, though.
Then came the big, cold, wet,
drizzly day of the game. Rice was
ready. Rice was willing. Rice was half
as big.
Their nose guard could bench
our offensive tackles together. He
usually did. But our -3 rushing yards
in the second half is not the stat to
look at We passed for more yards,
and most of the Rice receivers were
usually wide open. It's not their skill,
it's their SIZE and their SPEED.
Notre Dame's first possesion of
the ball was when some guy named
Saghib returned a kickoff for a touchdown (After a Clint Parsons field
goal. Yes, we scored first). At the
start of the fourth quarter, on the
kickoff after another Owl 3-pointer,
the same dude did it again. Damn it
That's speed.
The Owls almost pulled off a
touchdown when they were on the
seven yard-line in the third quarter.
Then Quentis Roper was pushed
down by the left tackle for a sevenyard sack. On the next play a linebacker fought his way through the
line and took him down again for a
loss of 13, and a 4th and 29. That's
size.
On the bright side, Parsons broke
out of his bum streak to make all
threefieldgole attempts. The one in
the fourth quarter was a 45-yarder.
Also we had several big passing
plays, none of which put us in the end
zone.
When the smoke cleared, the
score was 54-9 late in the fourth, but
the Rice Owls became the first team
ever to run back a blocked extra

point all the way to the other end
zone for 2 points. I guess that made
the game okay.
Mike Raphael, our infamous
back-page editor, insisted that I
mention that it is thefirsttime a team
has scored 11 points in a game without a safety. The rule was just made
this year.
But the MOB's halftime show
had the crowd cheering louder than
they did for their own football team.
They sang "Twist and Shout" as loud
as the MOB, and when the band
brought out props that looked like
two bloodshot eyes and spelled B-EE-R (give me a B...etc.), they went
nuts.
When the Irish kilted band came
out celebrating their 101st anniversary with "the syncopated rhythms
of Gershwin," the shouts of BORING by their own fans drowned them
out
By the way, the weather in South
Bend really, really sucks.
There is one important thing
about the midwest: Stay away from
Indianapolis. It has big hair. Nothing
but heavily make-upped faces with
big, big hair on the top. There's this
huge mall-complex called Union
Station, and Deron Neblett theother-Sammy-the-Owl pointed out
that it's the biggest high school meat
market he's ever seen.
We stayed over in St Louis again,
where Harold, Norbert, and I retired
to our hotel room for a quick round of
butt-darts, which is an intriguing
game developed by some bored
corps members at A&M.
There was also Memphis, but we
were all plum tuckered-out zombies
by then and don't remember, so use
your imagination.
This is what the Thresher Road
Trip to Hell says about our country's
quaint and beautiful midwest, so if
this is somewhere you think you
want to go, read it again.
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Cyphers can only wait to see if Quentis will get off a pass before he is pounded.

The MOB's Ken Dye directs the Notre Dame band during pre-game show.

He-man spikers return on scene, take break from 6th st. to hit balls
sleep (combined), the whole gang of
ten set off for the Austin Recreational Center to do battle against
Friday , November 4, the Rice teams from around the state. As
Men's Volleyball Guys travelled to usual, their opponents included
Austin to do some serious partying three teams of middle-aged men and
one other university club team.
on 6th street Then they figured
The first foe of the morning was
they'd stay Saturday for the Capitol
the team that placed first at last
City Classic Tournament
After enduring rush hour traffic spring's regional competition.
Although these Owls are usually
that stretched a two hour trip to five
hours, several members of the team, a poor first-match team (on any
including Tony "Skanker" MerriU„. amount of sleep), they managed to
Joe "Stone Hands" Lecompte, Kip- play with an intensity and vigor that
per "A Twelve-Pack, Please" Burke, caused a near upset in the second
Stuart "Just Came For A Date, Guys" game. Playing without two teamErickson, and Harris "Magnet Slam- mates, who had apparently been
movitch" Senturia, as well as coach swallowed into the bowels of Austin,
Lara "No ID At All" Epperson, the Guys had reason to feel pleased
headed out to sample the rich cul- with their performance. Even Dan
ture of "Historic Sixth Street." Al- "Quaaludes" Steinke exclaimed,
though "Magnet" got horribly "Wow."
slammed, the rest of the crew enTheir second adversary of the
joyed their visit
day, a mild mannered group of felAfter a restful thirty hours of lows nicknamed "The Barbarians",

by R.Szafranski& H.Senturia

strutted onto the court expecting an
easy victory (based on its previous
experience with the Rice men-dogs
at a preseason tourney).
The Guys, although they lost the
match, did not allow the Barbarians
to dominate. In fact, in the first game,
the superior Rice intellect made itself evident, as Robert "Do you have
that guy on a string?" Szafranski repeatedly drew the entire opponent
front row to the middle, freeing the
outside sets of blockers.
The Owls almost won the second
game, as Szafranski continued to
play like a mad dog, blocking and
hitting with the fury of a pit bull unleashed. A few crucial lapses in concentration cost Rice the victory, and
the refrain, "Keep your head in the
game," became the team motto.
Fatigue began to become a factor
in the third match as an unimpressive, yet consistent, opponent managed to eke out a pair of victories.

Though brilliant in spurts, the Club's
offense was unable to overcome the
persistence of the opposition's defense.
After dining at the posh "Chez
Wendy's," the players returned
heavy of gut, lacking in concentration, yet ready to play (yeah, right).
Naturally, the last victim of the
day was the club team from the University of Texas. Surprising as it may
seem, the Longhorns really were
pansies (one was unable to remove
his earring as his ear was "newly
pierced"). They had won only one
game before facing the Owls and
looked nothing if not beatable.
Unfornately, the Horns' inspired
play and unsportsmanlike abuse of
the rules, combined with Rice's low
intensity and sub-par play, produced
two close losses for the frustrated
Guys. Over these four matches, our
boys performed at a previously unreached level.

Had coach Lara Epperson been
available for comment, she might
very well have said, "You gotta love
these guys. They've taken the
[minimalJ talent with which they've
been blessed and worked [not too
terribly] hard to achieve their present level of competitiveness."
This year marks official return of
the Rice Men's Volleyball Club after
a hiatus of several years (the men
played together unofficially last
year).
Although the team plays at the
second-lowest level of USVBA competition, it hopes to do well in late
season tournaments and to move up
to higher levels in future years.
This Saturday, the Guys will
again send a team to Austin for another tournament If you'd rather not
be at homecoming, go on up and
support them. And remember the
team's motto on defense: "No balls
hit the floor before ours do."

¥xi dorit need pur patents? money
to buy a Macintosh.
Just their siaiatuie
It's never been difficult for students to convince
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
at school.
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-to
Own Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below, or call 800-831 LOAN. All your parents
need to dt) is fill it out, sign it, and send it.
If they qualify, they'll receive a check

for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
as manv as 10 vears.

Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
to decide just who pays for ii all.
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Male netters swat A&M,
women host classic

Rice whips Longhorns
to break 4-year streak

by David Cumberland

by Zo€ Reiter

Both the men's and women's
tennis teams have been busy in the
last few weeks; each squad participated in two tournaments.
The men were in College Station
for the Texas A&M 4-Way Tournment with A&M, TCU, and NE Louisiana. Larry Pearl was the star for
the Owls as he won four matches,
including defeats of the #2 and #5
seeds, to reach the singles finals.
There he fell in a tough three-setter,
2-6,6-2,6-4.
Don Freeman and Ken Thome
won first-round matches before
being eliminated. Todd Kros returned to the team and reached the
semifinals of the consolations by
winning two matches, while Steve
Campbell and Alex Diego each won
one consolation match.
On the doubles side, the duo of
Freeman and Campbell took the title
by winning all four of their matches,
liiey won by default in the first
round, and trounced a TCU pair 76,6-3 in the second round. In the
semis, they trashed a couple of Ags
6-2,6-7,6-4, and again whipped up on

Top 25 schools SMU, UT, Texas
A&M, and TCU, along with solid
teams from UH, Oklahoma, and
Notre Dame came to town and
treated the hosts rather rudely. Katie
Nederveld and Andrea Miller fared
best for the Owls; each took second
A&M in the finals by a 6-3,6-7,6-1 place in her respective flight, winscore.
ning two matches before falling in
In mid-October the men hosted a the finals. Freshman Rachelle Mack
two-flight quad meet against Okla- lo st in thefirstround of flightfive,but
homa, SE Louisiana, and SW Texas went on to take her final two
State.
matches, capturing fifth place.
Pearl defeated teammate
In doubles, Liz Sulzberger and
Campbell in the finals of flight one 7- Nederveld teamed to take fifth in
5,6-3 to take the singles title there. flight one, while Miller and Michelle
Both Pearl and Campbell won three Bramblett captured flight two's fifth
matches each to reach the finals.
place with a win over a Notre Dame
Freeman won his first two tandem
matches in the flight before falling to
The women's squad was in Austin
Pearl 7-6,6-2 in the semis. Campbell a few weeks ago for the ITCA regionpulled a big second-round upset by als.
outlasting top-seed Ola Fjellstrom of
Bramblett cruised to the fourth
SE Louisiana 7-5,5-7,6-4. Thome won round before falling to top seed Dihis first match of flight one before ana Merrett of UT. Sulzberger,
falling, while Raimundo Riojas and Mack, and Nederveld each won first
Diego won first round matches in round matches.
flight two. Chuck Bratka reached the
In doubles, the Nederveld and
consolationfinalsof flight two before Campbell tandem fared well, reachgoing down 4-6,6-3,7-6.
ing the third round before the 5thIn doubles play, Diego and seed team defeated them.
Bratka won the flight two title 6-3,4- Sulzberger and Tanner teamed to
6,64 over USEL The team of Pearl get to the third round before being
and Thome reached the doubles fi- eliminated by the 2nd- seed team.
nals in flight one before dropping a
The team of Mack and Bramblett
tough one 7-6,7-5.
also took one doubles match.
Both the men and women will
The women hosted the Rice Ten- host A&M in the Ruggles Cup in late
nis Classic last weekend.
November.

It wasn't a baseball or basketball
game, and it definitely wasn't a football game.
You guessed it, the Women's
Club Soccer team won over UT at
home last Saturday.
This victory marked an important
turn-around for the team In the four
years of the club's existence, they
have never before been able to beat
the Longhorns. More importantly, it
shows how much this season's team
has progressed since its slow start, a
6-1 loss to the same UT squad.
Head coach Tom Pellette says,
"this is the best Rice team" he has
coached .The players are blushing.
In their usual style, the Rice
women played the game aggressively—shaking up the Longhorns
with an early goal on a shot from "a
hell of a long way out" off the foot of
Kelli "Too Cool" Bramlett.
UT stormed back to even the
score in the first 5 minutes of the
second half but were then promptly
shut down by Rice's bloodthirsty
defense, led by demon sweeper
Donna Matthews and feisty fullback

Rice Ruggers smoke through SWC with SFA romp
by Keith Couch
As the Rice Ruggers rolled into
rustic Nacogdoches last Saturday,
they heard a familiar tune from the
piney woods: "I'm a lumberjack, and
I'm okay..." Despite this first impression, however, the ruggers of
Stephen F. Austin were not the kind
of lumberjacks that wear women's
clothing and hang around in bars.
The Owls found themselves in a
tough battle, but took it 8 to 4.

Rice played most of the match in the Owls with a 4-0 lead.
That score held until after
SFA's end of the field, but a combination of rugged defense and Owl mis- halftime, but SFA rarely managed to
takes ruined a number of Rice get close to the Rice try line. The Owl
opportunities.The Rice backs played defense finally lapsed early in the
well, getting the ball out to wings second half, however, and a LumberSteve Mattingly and Sam Johnson on jack forward got over the line to
a number of occasions, but the pack equalize the count
The Owls then had to redouble
often failed to win back the ball.
Rice scored in the first half on a their efforts, and their superiority in
play when the forwards did win back the forward positions came through.
the ball: crisp passes from Sean Park Teddy "Pecs" Adams led some imand Jim Humes set up Steve "High- pressive, rumbling attacks.
The winning score came when
land Mist" Maclennan for a try and

Steve Zeal set Brannon "Choo-Choo"
Smoot loose against the hapless SFA
backs. Smoot bashed some heads,
then passed to Jason Hardin, who
got his second try of the season. The
Owls held on to the 8 4 lead for their
third straight win.
This weekend, the Owls will take
on the University of Houston, affectionately known as Cougar High.
The Coogs are reportedly undefeated, so Rice will have a full plate.
The fun gets underway at 2 p.m.
Saturday at the Rice Rugby field.

Tara "Lefky" Lefkowitz.
Special mention also goes to
goalie Kim Loepp whose performance has been consistently firstclass.
The Owls' halfbacks (no less
fierce than the Rice defenders), led
by Deidre Tiffany, attacked the
midfield, keeping the ball in the Lady
Longhorns' half of the field throughout the game.
The Rice forwards took full advantage of this momentum. Aimee
Wilkin, in graceful form, placed the
last two goals of the second half.UT
was never able to recover, making
the final score 3-1.
The Rice Women's squad will
end its fall season this Saturday at the
Texas A&M tournamentlf they
drink heavily the night before (team
bonding) and continue playing with
the skill and team coordination that
has led them to wins in four of thenlast five games, the Owls should
place first or second in the festival.
Go soccer wenches, go!!!

B-ball cranks
into action
Tonight the new improved
Owl Basketball force moves
into pre-season play with
Spirit Express here at Autry
Court Neat Wednesday the
Australian National team rolls
into Houston with members of
the team that came in fourth in
the Olympic Games. If Rice
takes that one, we'll know that
coach Scott Thompson's new
aggressive offensively oriented game can do what the
Owls need to do to control the
pace of the game. Look for the
fast break morefrquently,and
a more exciting game to watch
than in the past few years.

Bain & Company, Inc.
Management Consultants
cordially invites

Rice University
Classes of 1989 & 1990
to a presentation and reception on

Associate Consultant Career Opportunities
and Internships in

Corporate Strategy Consulting
Boston
San Francisco
London
Paris
Munich
Tokyo

Wednesday, November 16,1988
The Farnsworth Room
7:00 PM
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Men's Football Playoffs

Wedne*d«y#2
SPHINCTER DEFENCE
DUCKS WITH BIG ARMS
MEN AGAINST MALE
LESBIAN EXTREMISTS
CUNNING RUNTS

Skankmeisters def Lovett Sucks 20-7
And now...the head cheeses...the champions of touch football manliness: Balls
Deep def(heat the living shit out of) die
Skankmeisters 2 0 6

Men's Basketball
Monday League
DARK SIDE OF MARIO
FAST BREAK
MORAL RETRIBUTION
LOWE'S LOSERS
LMPIBSBBGJE

W
2
2
1
1
0

L
0
0
1
2
3

Tuesday League
C-MEN
OH SO BAD
JAFIT n
WHOREDOGS
ANGRY MARSHMALLOWS

w
3
2
1
0
0

L
0
0
1
2
3

Wednesday # 1
BITCHEN DUDES
TEAM DEAD
BASKETBALL JONES
APC RUMPRANGERS
DAMAGE INC.

w
1
1
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
1
1

W
2
2

L
0
0

0
' 0

2
2

Thursday# 1
ROD BURTON FAN CLUB
BRICKLAYERS
21st DIGETS
DAISY AND THE BUTT
PIRATES
TALLDARK, AND IRANIAN

w
2
1
1

L
0
0
0

0
0

2
2

Thursday#2
SCHMEGMA FACE
LEX
WEATHER MEND
HAMILTON BEACH BLENDERS
BUNHUNTERS

w
2
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
0
2
2

Friday# 1
CRAZY TRAIN
MULATTOS
THERMOS FULL OF PHLEGM
YOUR BOX STINKS

W
2
2
0
0

L
0
0
2
2

Friday#2
TEAMED
HOOSIERS
AIRY BALLS

W
2
2
0

L
0
0
2

by Earl Drake
Am SID

0

2

Results of Gaines Played
Bitchen Dudet def B~B*il Jones 34-27
APC Rumprangers defToun Dead 4443
Sphincter Defense def Cunning Runts 41-26
Ducks With Big Arms def Men Against Male
Lesbos 43-40
21st Digets romped Iranians 70-18
Rod Burton Fan Chib barely squeaked by Daisy
and the Butt Pirates 68-20
Weather Men D slammed Bunhunters 83-26
Misspelled Schmegma Face def Beach Blenden 41-26
Crazy Train def Your Box Stinks fit.
Mulattos def Thermos of Phlegm 54-20
Team Ed def Air Sid 41-37
Hoosiers got bored with Airy Balls 62-8
Fast Break def those letters again 59-41
Mario def Lowe's Losers 35-20
C-Men def Jafit II26-22
Oh So Bad def Marshmallows 56-20

Men's Soccer
Monday League
WHORESMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE

W

L

3

0

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
MONVALEZ

LAGNAF
DER DUFF DE LA MAGNIFICO
HAPPY FEET

OUESS WHAT P/
HE KNOWS WE'RE PCMN
NINETY
IN
POLLS... so He's OFFEREP
W JOIN we TICKET FOR
A MUCHNEEPEP
BOOST.?

poms we

ISN'T
THAT
SUPER r

ITS A 60/
MN& 50ME

1
1
1

2
2
2

>e
F.C. CORINTHIANS
LOVETTSUCKS
RABID PITBULLS
IRRESISTABLE URGES
SNOW WHITE AND THE
SEVEN DWARVES
ANOTHER FISH CALLED
BASS

w
3
3
2
1

L
0
0
1
2

0

3

0

3

Wednesday League
FOREIGN CONNECTION
RAGING HETEROSEXUALS
BUNHUNTERS
DOEMEISTER
A FISH CALLED BASS
BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN

w

L
0
0
1
2
3
3

W
T h u r s d a y League
BUCKY BALLS
2
TINY BUBBLES
2
BEDJOUNS WITHOUT CAMELS 1
ROADKILL
0
ORIGIN UNKNOWN
0
STAMPEDE OF CAJUN
YANKEE HATERS
1

L
0
0
1
2
2

w
2
2
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
1
2

Friday League
PHED SHETTYS
LEATHER BALLS
TLM
BABB'S
BLOODYSTOOL
WIESS SOCCER MUTANTS

3
3
2
1
0
0

1

FRITOS /
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Saturday 9 : 1 5
DOWN BOYS
NAUSEA
FLAMING CARYATIDS
CHAIN GANGS

W
2
2
0
0

L
0
0
2
2

Saturday 1 0 : 3 0
SPERMICIDAL TENDENCIES
JONES GRADS
CALZONES
BUBBA'S GONE
WHAT DO WE THINK WE
ARE DOING

W
2
1
1
0

L
0
0
0
2

0

2

Results of Games Played
Foreign Connection d«f Blondes Have too
much Fun fit
Bunhunters def A Fish Called Bass 5-2
Raging Heteros def Doemeisters 2-1
Tiny Bubbles def Bedjouns w/o Camels 3-2
Stampede def RoadkiD 4-1
Bucky Balls def Origin unsought 2-1
TLM def Bloody Stool fit
Leather Balls kicked ass on BABB'S lft-0
Phed Shettys went easy on Mutants From
Wiess 14-2
Down Boys put to shame Chain Gang 8 16-0
Nausea def Flaming Caryatids fit
Catzones got What Do We Think 9-0
Spermicidal Tendencies wiped out Bubba's
Gone 13-0
Whoresmen def Lagnaf 3-1
Happy Feet def dif Der Duff 3-2
Rabid Pitbulls snorted Snow White 12-1
Hot Shot Basketball deadline is today (Friday,
boneheads). The event is Sunday the 13th at
5:30 at Autry Court Free ^izza. Munch out.

Bayou Aerobic Club
"We Keep the Community Fit"
New Location 4 7 6 0 Beechnut
Across f r o m Meyerland Plaza

Cardio "Funk" - To Great Progressive Music
Every T - Th.
600PM0RNING.
MAPAM / H/we you
VOTEP R AH...
UKE YOU TO CONSIPER
THE BIU./MONPALE
ALTERNATIVE..

weti. wev

mm.

NATURALLY, MOM.
BECAUSE IF YOU POHT, YOU SHOULP ME
THAT IN me SPIRIT / ^
WE'LL com TO 37 em
OF ALL CAMPAIGN J
SMET ANP SHOOT
YOUR HUSBANP, LAMAR PROMISES..

muN'.

Full program f o r all fitness levels
7 days a week

721-1 111

Buy 1 month at Regular $ 2 5
Student Rate and receivc
another month FREE

Free Geneva Watches!
World's
Largest
Dealer

Special Discount

Rick Case Hyundai

World's
Largest
Dealer
O

H

fc

BILL

S3

o
O

VIONDAIE

TO
BUSH SECRETLY MAMS
TO CONFISCATE HANP
OUNS ANPPUKAKIS
MARS HIS POCR'S
POOPLEPANVES'

HELLO?
C6S NEWS ?

MfLO...
TRSWER

ma?/
n's mum.U/T'VE
6OTEA
H£EHEE
N He?..
-^V<>

20% DISCOUNT ON ALL PARTS & SERVICE
WITH VALID STUDENT I.D. CARD
•Hyundai
FREE ESTIMATES ON
ALL REPAIRS
•Precis

V)

o

o

a

H

Hwy 2 9 0 - 1 / 2 miles South of 1960
894-5200

m
FM
'POUHQ
U&M

THOROUGHLY
PI6ESTEP
BY
A
RI66EP, PURCHASEP
SYSTEM... #/p PEPOSITEP
BEHtNP
ON -me AMERICAN
5IPEWALK OF LIFE.

MOWER UGLY
LEFTOVER FROM THE
OALAXY'S STUPIPEST
PRESIPENTIAL
CONTEST...

THAT'S ME.
JUST ANOTHER
POLITICAL
POOPERSCOOPER

S'FLCIAL OCCASION

\ ^FLOWERS

get 'your Coursages for Tsperatiza!
528-5551
4203 Kice 'Btvd.
In the 'Vittage

Harvard University
Graduate Schools of Arts and Sciences

COMPUTE*
VIRUS.

[TL

4/.

CARLE

YAKNOW, IN YEARS PAST
ONE COULP WATCH JACK
BENNY AT BPM. EVERY
SATVRPAY NI6HT ANP KNOW
YOU'RE SHARING THE SAME
MOMENT WITH NEARLY
EVERY OTHER
AMERICAN

\

ri-lt

IM \

*THE EXXXTASY 6'POSE
CHANNEL PRESENTS) WB'RE
LILWLLEWPPOES J SHARING
LOUISVILLE .' <C THIS WITH
CAROL
mi 1 *\
\ 1 BURNETT'

invites you to visit with u s
and discuss graduate
e d u c a t i o n on
Wed. N o v e m b e r 16, 1 9 8 8

Please check with Career Placement
regarding the time and location of
this session.
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THE RICE

Irish Wake
CALENDAR
NOVEMBER
FRI 11

•Jones TG, 4 pm.
• Men's basketball season opener vs. Spirit Express (exhibition game), Autry Court, 7:35 pm.
• Sid Country Club, 9 pm to 2 am, $2.
•The Rice Players are presenting The Importance of Being
Earnest by Oscar Wilde at 8 pm in Hamman Hall. 527-4040.
• Lots of homecoming weekend events today (find a
schedule). Don't miss: tours of Fondnen Library 7-9 pm
• Media Center films (Reel Music): Arnett Cobb and Kirk
Whalum and Sun Ra: A Joyful Noise, 7:30 pm Tiny & Ruby:
Hell-Divin' Women and International Sweethearts of
Rhythm, 9:30 p m No, wait, that's cancelled.
• So our football team was crushed by Notre Dame.

* * * * * * * * * Being #1 Isn't The Only Misclass * * * * * * * *
The Road Trip to Hell (and back): Generic condoms; Chocolate love drops;
Albatross surprise; The midget with the
cane; Bizz-buzz to 40 and we win; Out of
bourbon; Piss stop in the Arkansas plains
(don't spill the Vodka); Poplar Bluff (or
Poplar Springs, maybe Poplaropolis); Up
in the arch; Springfield mall parking lot;
Piss in a Chicago street; No hotel rooms;
Great pizza, no Buttheads; The Butthead
placemat; Well, we had the better band
anyway; Big hair in Indy; Sorta snow;
Sam Kennison; What speed to Saint
Louis (where's the Mob?); Thank God
w e got rooms, call the Buttheads; Where
the fuck are they, we want to leave; Butt
darts on the Arnold police car; Blow dry
the wet spot on your jeans; what a kickass trip!•

Particle physicists wet dream: Reproduction by parthenogenetic high
energy mutual masturbation.
•

SAT 12

SUN 13

MON 14

TUES 15

WED 16

• Desperanza Your $25 buys you one drink. Only if you're
21, of course.
• Homecoming football versus Baylor at 1 p m Find a
schedule for various other homecoming events this weekend, such as tours of Fondren Library, 10 am to 2 pm.
•Alumni/graduating senior tailgate party. Free beer and hot
dogs. From 11 am to kick off in the stadium parking lot
• Rice Players, The Importance of Being Earnest, 8 p m
• Media Center (Reel Music): From the Archive: Jazz Greats
on Film, 7:30 pm. Cancelled. Sorry.
• Bet you think the game was a total loss.
• Media Center Films (Celluloid Evangelists): God's Angry
Man, 7:30 p m Elmer Gantry, 8:20 p m But these are OK.
• Rice Radio Journal, on KTRU at 5 pm.
• If you missed one of those special Fondren Library tours
Friday and Saturday, stop by the library and they just might
be pursuaded to do a special one, just for you.
•Well, Rice set a college football first that day.
•Just another Monday. The Fondren library tour guides are
resting after a heavy weekend.
• Until Saturday, every time a team scored exactly 11 points,
it meant they got a safety somewhere in the game.
• Mexican night at the Pub.
• But we took advantage of a new rule and got two points
from returning a blocked kick.
• Men's basketball vs. Australian natl team (exhibition),
Autry Court, 7:35 p m
• T h e Summer Job Search"—how juniors, sophomores, and
freshmen can get a summer job. 3 pm and 7 pm, Career
Services Center.
• Rice Players, The Importance of Being Earnest, 8 p m
»Thus: Rice is the first college team to score exactly 11
points in a game without a safety.

T1URS 17 • Rice Players, The Importance of Being Earnest, 8 pm.
• It's the obscure things in life that really count Cheers.

"Was that as uncomfortable for you
as it was for me?"
"You'll get lipstick on that if you keep
shoving it in my face."
•

People with three legs don't have to
sit down to put on their socks.
•

"Look just do whatever you want, as
long as it doesn't offend social morays."

* ***

•

Wanted: Experienced babysitter to
take good care of 2 month old. Earn
$4/hr, 2 miles from campus. Call
797-9300, am or pm hrs. available.
•

Spring Break Representative or
Organization needed to promote
SPRING BREAK to Texas, Florida,
& Colorado. We pay TOP commissions and FREE trips! Call Sunchase
Tours today 1-800-321-5911.
•

Thresher Job Opening: delivery
positions available. Good pay for
responsible people. You must have

Felching is just a euphemism for
furping.
•

SWF at Wiess seeks gratification of a
sugar fetish. Discreet
• inquiries only.
Stress is often measured with the
units of GPA.

Overheard at the Galleria:
"Look! There's George Bush in
Bennetton!"
•

Definition of Baker men: concentrated scum.
•

How much of that Kerouac shit is just
pure shit anyway?
•

•

It's 1988 and the Hoover company is
still trying to patent Hanszen.

Apparently, the Soviets forgot to
Xerox the instruction manual when
they copied our Space Shuttle!

Never smile between when you clear
your throat and when you swallow.

•

•

•

From an Econ 355 text:
Both currency and checking accounts can be increased or decreased without any relation to gold.
Does that disturb you? Does it lead
you to distrust the value of your
money? Then send it to us. We'll be
glad to take it.

I have an imaginary friend. He's
complex.

•

Seen in Rice bathroom:
Flush twice, Central Kitchen is a
long way away.
•

Morality is:
1. The weakness of the mind.
2. The attitude we adopt toward
people whom we personally dislike.

•

Is it true Dr. Rupp wants to raise tuition so he can give the maid who
walks his dog a raise?
•

Overheard: "I am not and have never
been a campo. I'm a Rice University
Campus Police Officer."
•

Baylor is too boring to rag on. They
have sticks up their
• collective asses.
The great thing about beer is that it
looks the same when it goes in and
when it comes out

Their Nose Guard Benches 495 Pounds Notes
& Priests Sit Behind Their Bench Notices

The Baptist Student Union meets
every Wednesday for a free luncheon at noon in the Lovett basement.
•
Dr. Don Morrison will give a short
talk titled, "Metaphysical Foundation of Morals in Stoicism" on Tuesday, November 15 at 7:30 pm. Refreshments and discussion will follow. Sponsored by the Rice Philosophy Club.
•

Dr. Frank Jones, Professor of
Mathematics, will be giving a talk on
his life experiences, titled, "Confessions of a Mathematician," on Monday, November 14 at 7 pm in Lovett
Commons. Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ.
•

Spring 1989: Sign up sheets for the
Art and Art History Department's
Studio courses will be available the
week of November 7-11, in the de-

* * * * * * * * * Our Band Was Better Paid Ads * * * * * * * * *
Female roommate wanted to live
with two girls. Two bedroom, 2-full
'bath, nice apartment, 1 1/2 miles
from Rice, $235 month. Call 6685308.

I didn't know we had any eels on
campus.

partment office, Sewall Hall 429 between 9 am and noon and 1 and 5 pm.
Preregistration for spring 1989 begins Monday, Nov. 14. Sign-up
sheets for film, video and photography courses are located at the Media
Center.
•

Rice Hillel—Nov. 2, Friday: Emanu
El Shabbat Pot Luck Dinner, 6-8 pm,
call 749-2271 for details; Nov. 5,
Monday. Rice Hillel Lunch, 12-1 pm
at will Rice PDR, give your input to
help improve Rice• Hillel
Undergraduate and visiting students must self-schedule exams at
their colleges Monday, November
28 through Wednesday, November
30, 2 pm. Graduate and Class III
students enrolled in undergraduate
self-scheduled courses schedule
their exams at the office of the
Graduate Registrar during the same
period. Forms, final exam schedules
and instructions for self-scheduling
will be available at the colleges the
week of November 21.

* **

Lisa at 527-4808 for more info.
•

Travel Money for Third-World
Study or Service Projects: CIEE offers scholarships to cover travel to
Asia, Africa, and Latin America for
study and/or service projects. More
information in Student Advising.
•

Company Presentations: Bain &
Co., Nov. 16., 7 pm Farnsworth.
•

Graduate Schools: Univ. of Texas
MBA Program, Nov. 18. Group presentations from 9-12 am in the Career
Services Conference Room.
•

Career Services is forming a committee to develop an international
summer jobs program. Students interested in participating should contact Bob Sanborn at the Career Services Center, x 4055.
•

Temporary Job: 2:30- 4:30 Wed.
Nov. 16, Inn on the Park. 3 undergrads needed for Uncle Ben/Mars
mock interviews, to train interviewers. Mana majors should see Lyn
Philips, Career Services Center,
x 4055.

your own transportation to deliver Call Joe at (512) 338-2438.
•
the paper from 11 am to 1 pm every
The
Rice
Women's
Alliance meets
Friday. Call Lee at 527-4801 for more Chili's is now hiring daytime foodthis
Sunday
at
7:30
pm
in the Miner
information.
servers: 1952 W. Gray, 528-6443;
•
Lounge,
RMC.
Doctors
Long &
•
10510 Northwest Freeway, 681Macintosh will present the findings Robert Cohen, visiting Assistant
Computer or Accounting Major: 0582. Interviews M-Th 2-4.
of the Survey on Sexual Harassment Professor of English, will teach Fic•
small company computerizing needs
help. Must have extensive knowl- Efficiency: newly redecorated, at the beginning of the Discussion tion Writing (English 312) and Addiscussion. vanced Fiction Writing (English
edge of WordPerfect, Peach Tree, small, $210/mo., all utilities except Hour. Business follows
•
416) in the spring semester. ProfesLotus, etc... Some typing and filing electricity. Convenient location:
Nike
3
pt
Shoot
out
Contest1st
sor Cohen is author of the highly
also required. Part-time hours flex- Kipling St. 523-3514. Call after 5:30 or
round of competition is Sunday, Nov. acclaimed novel, The Organ Builder
ible. 864-1999.
leave message.
6 (6 pm Autry) and Monday, Nov. 7 (Harper and Row). Students should
•
#
•
Person to clean house and run er- We're d e s p e r a t e . Need a (7:30 pm Autry) • Call Lisa at527-4808 sign up for these courses in the
English Department, Rayzor Hall,
rands one block from University. roommmate for 4 BR house close to for more info. Nike
• prizes provided!
enrollment
limited.
$6.00 per hour, 864-1999.
Rice. Washer/dryer, microwave,
•
Super
Sunday:
Hot
Shot
Basketball
etc. This is a great house in a very
entry
deadline
is
Fri.
Nov.
11.
Event
Homecoming
Events: Friday,
Need extra spending money? Part- safe neighborhood. $200 and 1/4
will be held on Sunday, Nov. 13 (5:30 November 11—Outstanding Engitime person needed to deliver VCR's utilities. Call 664-6434 or ext. 2670.
pm Autry). Free refreshments pro- neering Alumnus Lecture, 4 pm,
•
and tapes to patients at Hermann
Hospital. Flexible days and hours. 1981 Vespa 200cc Italian Motor- vided by Pizza Inn and Corr's Natural Sewall Hall 301; First Annual Bridge
Drink. Call Lisa at 5274808 for more Tournament 7 pm, Autry House.
cycle. Excellent Condition. $750.00,
info.
Saturday, November 12—Lovett
527-9505 or 526-3880.
•
College 5K Fun Run, 9:30 am at the
•
Sallyport
1700 Sunset Apts: Great one Faculty-Staff Free Throw Contestbedroom, convertible efficiency entry deadline is Friday, Nov. 4. Call

* * * * * * Lucky Charm Song
1

Don't know much about history
Don't know much about foreign policy
Don't remember how I got through
school
I'm sure I didn't break the rules
But w h a f s it matter 'cause my granny
says
"Boy, if you want to you can be vice
prez
and what a wonderful world this will
be"

But w h a f s wrong with C's?
And maybe by knowing the names of
my cabinet
I can win their love for me

Don't know much about air pollution
Don't know much about the
constitution
Don't know much about th' economy
It never much affected me
But there's one thing that I know for
sure
, Don't know much about the women's
If
the
rich stay rich and poor stay poor
vote
Don't know much about the bill I wrote' "What a wonderful world this will be
Don't know much about the foreign
Don't know much about the national
vets
debt
I've never voted for 'em yet
I've never had to pay one yet
I But I do know if your dad tries hard
If we need to wa.can sell the States
; He can get you in the National Guard
And what a wonderful place that can be To the Japanese at discount rates
But I do know if things get bad
George and I can always call my dad
Now, I never claimed to be an A
And what a wonderful world it will be.
student

apartments. Kitchenette w/stove,
refrigerator. One block from Rice
University and near Medical Center.
Fresh paint and bright $240.00 and
deposit 526-0142.• Dirks Associates.
Quality Business Service: secretarial service for professionals, students, and authors; excellent spelling and grammatical skills; all typing
verified-n-spelling check on all
work—Thesaurus; Wordstar 2000
and Wordprocessing: Lotus 1-2-3
Text Reports; editing assistance
available; twenty-fouryears secretarial experience; 865-4983 twenty-four
hour computerized dictation and
leave word number, 645-4681 call for
service and reasonable rates. Rush
service available, fast turn around.
Pick-up, delivery.

PRIVATE
PARTY LINE

976-GALS
(4257)

24 hour
7 t o

C0(M

U (fOU/l

Xutfy TUmkvi!

$2.00 plus toll, if any

